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Welcome to the 
2017 Riverside 
Olympic Annual 
Report -  we hope 
you enjoy reading 
this year’s version!
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The 36 Teams of 2017  
and their coaches

UNDER 6:  Rascals - Matt Stevens; Thunder - Matthew Green;  
Titans - David Sturdy

UNDER 7:   Avengers - Olivia Fletcher; Dynamos - Tom Priest;  
Vikings - Nathan Healey; Vipers - Chris Rademacher.

UNDER 9:  Bandits - Belinda Hawkins; Colts - Duncan McCabe;  
Glory - Clive Pulton & Matthew Holmes;  
Hurricanes - Lynda Colgrave; Ninjas - Brian Wightman;  
Mini Messis - Michelle Wells; Raptors - Marcus Greenwood; 
Roos - Justin Milner; Snow Leopards - Maria Tabargari

UNDER 11:  Cobras - John and Di Brozek; Dinosaurs - Sarah McRobbie;  
Fire - Jeremy Smith; Gladiators - Jeremy Atkins & Nat 
Byram;  Predators - Adam Phillips; Roar - Nigel Freestone;  
Rockets - Tim West; Scorpions - Glenn Bate;  
Vixens - Richard Reilly

JUNIOR GIRLS: Junior Jets - Richard Reilly

UNDER 13:  Falcons - Darrin deWit; Ocelots - Jason Jones;  
Rovers - Peter Fillery & Andrew Peverell;  
Scorchers - Sasha Wong; Stars - Dale Colgrave 

UNDER 15: Drop Bears - Damien Griffiths

SENIOR GIRLS: Phoenix - Sarah Moore; Matildas - Sheena Rawlinson 

UNDER 16: Tigers - Stuart McCarron; Lions - Rob Shaw

2017
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...TO THIS YEAR’S REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS

Toby Simeoni - has this year been part of the State U13 
Boys team.

Peta Antypas - has this year again been part of the 
of the State U15 Girls team who participated in a 
Tournament in Coffs Harbour.

Representing the Northern Tasmania Junior Soccer 
Association at home and interstate tournaments were 
the following Joey players:

U10 Gold

Jordan Bezemer

Lucas Freestone

Zachary Gourlay

Lochie Harris

Toby Harrop

U11 Gold

Jesse Deans

U12 Gold

Evan Gregson

U12 Black

Damien Jamieson

Mac Mitchell

U13 Gold

Thomas Bergamin

Josh Harris

Connor O’Shea

William Prince

Toby Simeoni

Adam Walker

U14 Gold - This team 
won their division in the 
Kanga Cup Tournament 
in Canberra, the first 
NTJSA team to do so in 
long time.

Joshua Geeves

Connor Hannes

Joshua Hannes

Thomas Reilly

Georg Tabagari

U13 Girls

Annique Ellis

Breanna Griffiths

Lily Matthews

Jessica McCallumSmith

Darcie Reilly

Abby Whitmore

(Coach - Richard Reilly)

Congratulations
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RIVERSIDE OLYMPIC NTJSA REFEREES 2017

These current and past players have referred for the NTJSA games this season, 
congratulations on giving back to the sport you love so much:

Amy Littlechild; Chelsea Wing; Connor Hannes; Daniel Shaw; Jack Edmunds; 
Jalen Priest; James Russell; Jeremy Smith; Joel Harris; Josh Hannes; Lucy 
Nothrop; Meg Connolly; Nathan Hill; Nichola James; Pat Millar; Pat Nothrop; 
Peta Antypas; Tom Reilly and Zeke Lanham.

The Referees
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It has been a very interesting year both on and off the field this year with the 
amalgamation of the Riverside Olympic Soccer Club and the Riverside Olympic 
Junior Soccer Club to form Riverside Olympic Football Club.

The board together with the Junior subcommittee has successfully been able 
to get more than 400 players on the park each week.

Next year is the 50th anniversary of the club, the board and its volunteers are 
preparing special events for next year so it would be great to have input from 
as many members as possible.

The major project for this year that the board and Jamie Colgrave’s building 
sub-committee have been working on is the redevelopment of the clubrooms. 
At the time of writing the Tenders for the construction works are all in at the 
West Tamar Council so we are awaiting the appointment of the successful 
Tenderer. It is envisaged that the project will start late September and be 
finished by the start of next season.

If you haven’t seen the plans for the proposed development they are on display 
in the clubrooms.

Alan Eadie and his great group of volunteers have successfully continued 
the Riverside Olympic Skills Acquisition Program at Riverside Olympic. It is 
envisaged that this program will be expanded substantially in the coming year.

In late September we would like to commence working on our next 5-year 
plan and please try to be involved in this project as it forms an integral part 
in planning for the future of the club. Further notices will be put out about 
the timing and location of strategic planning meetings &/or workshops and 
everyone is invited to attend.

The annual board elections are due in October/November and you will 
be advised when this is happening. At this time the Club Vice Presidents 
(Seniors/Roos and Juniors/Joeys) are elected, who chair the Senior and 
Junior sub-committee meetings respectively. Also there are a further 2 
people to be voted in as elected committee members to each of the Joey’s 
and Roo’s subcommittees. Please put your hand up if you wish to be 
involved in any of these positions. We will also be asking for approximately 8 
additional volunteers each for the subcommittees in addition to the elected 
representatives.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2017
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I would like to pass on my thanks to the Board members; Joy Allen, Rebecca 
King, Brian Wightman, Crystal Neep, Michael Harvey, Bart Taylor, Jamie 
Colgrave and Jeremy Smith for the help and guidance in this year. 

Jamie and Bart’s Roos sub-committee of Tay Neilson, Lorraine Todd, Sheena 
Rawlinson, Mitchell Neilson, Rodney Jesson, Nick Rawlinson, Andrew Gray have 
contributed more than their fair share to the club.

Jeremy’s Joeys subcommittee of Brian Wightman, Crystal Neep, Tam Goss 
Edmunds, Dale Colgrave, Maria Tabagari, Renae Woolcock, Sarah Shaw and 
Karen Stedman - what a job they have done keeping 400+ kids and their 
parents happy. This group of people form part of the backbone of our great 
club and need to be thanked by all.

A special thanks to our cleaners of the club Don and Leanne Scott who at 
times have been challenged with how the clubrooms have been left but have 
continued to present our buildings in great shape each and every week. 

There have been many other great volunteers and coaches throughout our club 
and they also should be thanked heartily.

Thank you for the opportunity to lead the club in this exciting time in the club’s 
history and I look forward to doing so in the future (providing I get re-elected).

Stuart McCarron

President  
Riverside Olympic Football Club
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This year, after the official merger of the junior and senior clubs into the new 
ROFC entity, I’ve been given a brand spanking new title - club Vice President 
(Juniors). But it’s mostly been the same role and the same things to do behind 
the scenes and again there are many people and parties to thank.

Firstly to all of the kids - thank you for choosing to play football/soccer with 
Riverside Olympic FC. Welcome also to all of our new players, whether you are 
new to football or joining us from elsewhere, we do try and make everyone who 
comes to Riverside welcome and included and we hope you enjoy the relaxed 
and friendly atmosphere at the club that we promote.

We really do hope you enjoy your time here and you all help to make us a great 
club.

To the leavers of 2017, and there are a fair few of you this year, we say farewell. 
I don’t normally do this but a special thanks to club legends Messers Rob 
Shaw and Rob King, who have basically coached the group of players (plus a 
few along the way that have left us) in the current Lions team since they were 6 
year olds and possibly younger.

The club welcomes all of our 2017 leavers to come and play with our various 
senior Men’s and Women’s teams in 2018 and really encourages you to stay 
involved with the juniors in the years to come. Whether it’s coaching a team 
or just helping out at clinics or at training, the younger players just love seeing 
and being involved with the older players at the club.

To all of the parents, families, 
siblings, friends and other 
supporters of our players, teams 
and club - thank you one and all 
for all of your help, support and 
assistance. Even just getting the 
kids to training and games is a 
massive support for the kids and 
most parents and families do 
way more than this.

VICE PRESIDENT’S (JUNIORS)
REPORT 2017

RIGHT: Stu King & Sasha Wong (Sasha coaches 
Jeremy’s son Ryan’s team, U13 Scorchers)
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Our Juniors (aka “Joeys”) committee of Crystal, Brian, Tam, Karen, Dale, Maria, 
Sarah and Renae - it’s great to see some new faces who now have a feel for 
how things work behind the scenes. These folks do an enormous amount of 
work to keep the club running; fielding enquiries (and occasionally complaints), 
player registrations, team sorting, organising coaches, organising events and 
courses, liaising with sponsors, selling socks and second hand equipment, 
unlocking club-rooms, helping with events outside of the normal season  
(e.g. Mano’s Cup, Launceston Tournament) ...the list goes on and on.

Others around the club I would like to thank on behalf of the junior players are 
the club executive board, our SAP coaches, club Technical director Alan, Renae 
for going way above and beyond just administration support, Jarrod and Solly 
for the goalkeeper coaching, all of the coaches & helpers at the school holidays 
sessions - John, Les, Tay, Jarrod, Di, Renae & Jenna, cleaners Leanne and Don, 
all of our ever growing list of sponsors - listed elsewhere in this booklet (who 
want to be involved with and have exposure to a club of 500 or so players and 
families representing the West Tamar region), the West Tamar Council and the 
Senior (“Roos”) part of the club including all of players and coaches.

And lastly but definitely not least importantly, thank you so much to all of 
our awesome coaches, new and returning. We have got just the best group of 
friendly and capable coaches at Riverside!

Our coaches do a lot of hard work and all volunteer their time and effort to 
coach the our kids; some have got involved further by undertaking coaching 
courses, coaching representative teams and coaching tournament teams. I say 
this every year but next time you get a chance, just go and say “thanks coach” 
to your team coach.

To our new coaches, thanks for coming on board and we hope we haven’t 
overwhelmed you too much and we’d love to see you 

back again next year. And to 
all of our coaches, incumbent 
coaches get first refusal to 
coach their teams again next 
year and I hope we don’t get 
any refusals?!?!

Player wise the club ended up 
around the 410 player mark, 
10 players shy of the record 
number in 2016, but still only 
the second time in the club’s 
history that we’ve had over 
400 players. It makes us one 

of the biggest football clubs in 
the state, if not one of the biggest sporting clubs (numbers 
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wise) in the state. But it’s not 
all about numbers right? It’s 
about attitude, enjoyment 
and the way our players 
conduct themselves while 
representing the club!

Having written that, we may 
be bracing for an influx of 
players next year as there is 
usually a surge in popularity 
of football in a World 
Cup year. We’ll see what 
eventuates...

The number of girls at the club remains steady, at 
around 20% of overall numbers, which is so great to see. This is in part due 
to Richard Reilly and his tireless work with the girl’s football program and 
pathway development at Riverside, including coaching both the U11 Vixens and 
Junior Girls Jets, plus getting the girls only training in term 2 up and running - 
many thanks Richard!

Thanks also to Sheena and Sarah for coaching the senior girls teams and to all 
of the girls that played at Riverside this year. We were the only club with a girls 
team entered in the Under 11s (Vixens) plus Junior Girls (Jets) and Senior Girls 
with two teams (Phoenix and Matildas).

The Matildas and Phoenix both had an ‘interesting’ season to say the least. 
With too many players for one team (21) we split our senior girls group into two 
teams. Then winter hit and both teams were regularly missing players due to 
illness, injury and other commitments and often had to play short of their full 
11-a-side teams. Thanks girls for hanging in there, not just from me but from 
everyone at the club - you have really helped out to put women’s and girl’s 
football at Riverside in a really strong position for years to come which should 
benefit you all. Thanks also to some of the younger girls from the Jets and the 
Falcons for joining in and playing with the Senior Girls teams at times to help 
make up numbers.

The club has seen numerous times over the years that players and teams 
that have a tough year really do well in the following years. This also goes out 
to other teams at the club that have had a tough year - the Tigers, Roar and 
Rovers and any other teams I’ve missed. Hang in there kids and coaches, it will 
make you better players and people and you will appreciate any future success 
you achieve a whole lot more.

One of the highlights of the year for me was the NAIDOC week participation, in 
which we managed to involved four teams from different age groups; the Under 
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7 Vikings, Under 9 Raptors, Under 11 Fire and Under 13 Scorchers - who all 
have an aboriginal player(s) in the team. It was great to see the involvement 
and participation of the kids, along with some of the local elders and this 
event can only grow bigger and stronger. Thanks to the Tasmanian Aboriginal 
Community Legal Service and the John Moriarty Foundation for their generous 
sponsorship and support of this event.

One last topic to touch on in this report - many of you may not (or may?) be 
aware that 2018 is the 50th anniversary of the club, from humble beginnings in 
1968. The club has many activities and other plans to commemorate our 50th 
year and we encourage you to get on board with the club again next year to 
help celebrate this significant anniversary.

In a major coup for the club and after lengthy deliberations with the West 
Tamar Council, the club rooms as they stand at the end of season 2017 are to 
be completely redeveloped in time for the start of the 2018 season. This aligns 
perfectly with the club’s 50-year anniversary and we are extremely grateful to 
the West Tamar Council for undertaking this project for the football club.

Get involved with the club in 2018 and come and enjoy the new facilities. 
which add to the ever-growing and impressive list of developments that have 
happened at Windsor Park in recent years (ground lighting, ground surface 
redevelopment, car park, entry road etc.)

So in summary, to everyone in general and to anyone I’ve missed (my 
apologies) who is involved with the club, thank you one and all, see you all out 
on the park in 2018 and years to come and Go River!

Cheers, 

Jeremy Smith
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KAMPBELL JARMAN (U11 COBRAS)

Kampbell Jarman’s enthusiasm coming from football to love soccer has been 
a real asset to the team. Kampbell is a bit of a workhorse, pocket rocket, he is 
not scared to face-off against much bigger opponents.

His belief and ability through pure determination has assisted him to improve 
his skills and his game. Kampbell is a versatile player, as he is reliable to 
quickly steal the ball, assist his team-mates all over the field and in goals, even 
to play through injury.

He is very energetic and constantly playing soccer whenever he is able, he is a 
regular face at club SAP training and any extra training sessions; this has seen 
him develop as a strong skilled team player. Kampbell never complains about 
what position he is given as long as he is there for the team.

John Brozek - Coach

DARCIE REILLY (JUNIOR GIRLS JETS)

An RO player since the age of 6, Darcie started in 2011 playing in a mixed 
team, the Saints.

In 2015, Darcie had her first taste of playing at a higher level when she filled in 
for the Bombers boys U13 team with a group 2 years her senior. Despite being 
initially quite star struck, she got more involved with the play after her first 
touch.  Still feeling a little out of things at half time, a pat on the back and a 
“Well done Darcie” from goalie Sam Steadman lifted her confidence tenuously.

In the same year, Darcie commenced with the NTJSA’s SAP squad, one of only 
3 girl’s in the association who attended.

In 2017 Darcie played for Riverside Olympic in the National SAP tournament 
that was held in Devonport.  She was the only girl in the team.

This year she also started off filling in for the Senior Girls’ team on Friday 
nights. In her first game she kicked a remarkable goal and played her best.  On 
the trip home, all she was worried about was whether they would want her to 
come back and play again.  She is now a permanent player for the Senior Girl’s 
Phoenix.

Tom Strickland Award Nominees 2017
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Darcie has represented the NTJSA for the last 3 years running, and this year 
is part of the U13 Girl’s squad travelling in September to the Oceania Cup in 
Alstonville NSW and has been involved in a variety of fundraising activities.

This year Darcie undertook the NTJSA’s Referee’s course and works each 
weekend refereeing when she isn’t playing.  She has also refereed at the 
Devonport Carnival.  Darcie is always happy to help out when there is a 
shortage, and attends referee training every Wednesday.

She has also attended the Girl’s Only training sessions held Thursday nights for 
Term 1 & 2 this year.

Up until this term, Darcie has attended soccer related activities 6 days out of 
every 7. She also assists me during my U11 team games, chatting with the 
girl’s and offering advice and encouragement.

Super committed to developing her soccer and becoming the best player she 
can be, Darcie is a great RO player of the future.

Richard Reilly - Coach

ADAM WALKER (U13 STARS)

I would like to nominate Adam Walker for the Tom Strickland Scholarship 
Award.

Adam has come through from the younger age groups through to Under 13 
with ROFC. This year Adam trialled for Div 1 U13 which he made and is an 
integral part of the team.

His attitude and commitment to training is impeccable. One of the first to 
turn up and one of last to leave. He listens attentively and takes directions and 
coaching instructions on board and puts them into place on the training field. 

This also applies to his game day play. He is disciplined, talks and helps 
constructively with the rest of his team, he is very well liked by his team-mates 
and a pleasure to coach. His development has grown in leaps and bounds 
because of his willingness to listen and learn to become a better player. 
This has been very relevant as the year has gone on with his skill level and 
positional play improving week by week.

This year Adam tried out for the North U13 Rep Team which he made and 
competed in Canberra; this has been a great learning curve also for Adam as 
to what and where he would like to aspire to in coming years playing football 
and how much effort will be needed to better himself even more. He managed 
to score a few goals against some tough opposition building his confidence 
even more.
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He also trialled for State U 13 Team but unfortunately didn’t quite make the 
cut. Even this would have been a good learning curve for him also.

It has been a great pleasure to coach Adam this year. He is a very well 
mannered, dependable, coachable young man.

I believe Adam can and will become a great player in the future for any team 
he plays in. Hopefully he sticks with ROFC, as I would definitely like to coach 
him my team again.

Dale Colgrave - Coach

TOMAS BROZEK (U11 COBRAS)

Tomas Brozek loves soccer. He has played with the Club since he was 4 years 
old as a little Under 6 player, with this season being his 6th year.

Tomas’ understanding for the game and eagerness to learn new skills and 
drills for him and the team, can often see him helping at team trainings and at 
club SAP. As he is the coach’s son, he has learnt to play everywhere (including 
goalie) to fill the gaps without argument, making him a very versatile player. 

Tomas is reliable dependable defender with speed, agility, improved ball skills 
and the ability to read the play to help his team. Regularly researching new 
drills to better his skills and practice.

Tomas regularly attends team training, he is a 2nd year regular at club SAP 
training, participated in the school holiday clinics and has additional weekly 
one-on-one sessions.

John Brozek - Coach

KIERA GABBEDY (U11 VIXENS)

At the start of every game, Kiera comes to me and asks, without any 
expectation, if she can go goalie. And if the answer is no, she moves into 
whatever her position is, and plays her best.

After school and after games, Kiera goes home and watches YouTube videos on 
How to be a Goalie.  All she wanted for her birthday were a set of goalie gloves 
and a top.

Passionate about being a goalie from the very start, Kiera isn’t afraid of the 
opposition and always positions herself well in goals. A regular at RO goalie 
training Kiera is always wanting to learn and improve.  Her bright and happy 
attitude means Kiera never drops her head in such a tough position.
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In the most difficult position in a team of girls playing against mostly boy’s 
teams, she has remained passionate and positive. A player for the club to 
treasure with a bright future.

Richard Reilly - Coach

JORDAN BEZEMER (U11 COBRAS)

Jordan Bezemer ’s improvement and confidence from U6 to now, has been a 
great journey.  A versatile contributor all over the field for his team, he is known 
to get the opposition off guard when he is on point with his cracking goals or 
helping his team in defence.

This year Jordan was selected as a member of the NTJSA U10 Representative 
Team. He lives and breathes soccer and is continuing and striving to improve 
his ability and understanding of the game through training, club games and at 
Rep.

Jordan is one of the main goal scorers for the team, kicking bags of over 
twenty goals a season and is just as good in defence playing centre back for 
the NTJSA U10 rep team. His speed and control of the ball is good to watch 
as he can do some amazing things without too much effort and is constantly 
trying to learn harder and harder skills.

John Brozek - Coach
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UNDER 6 

U6 RASCALS MATT STEVENS

The U6 Rascals have had a great season; from not knowing what to do they all 
have come a long way developing their skills. Now I have got them to play as a 
team, passing to a team member that in the clear, spreading out and work as 
a team, I can see them enjoying more than the beginning of the season where 
nobody knew what to do including 
me. The 2 players I had that played 
last year Cullen and Eli really help 
the others on the field it’s been great 
to watch this trying to help them 
score so every player gets a chance 
to do so. I have enjoyed coaching 
them all.

This years’ Rascals were: Callen 
Hannes; Noah Mace; Elliot 
McClarron; Jakob Mohamed; Luke 
Sexton; Charlotte Simpson; Eli 
Stevens and Lachlan Stone. 

U6 THUNDER MATTHEW GREEN

What a fantastic privilege it was to coach the Thunder this season. They are a 
great group of kids who have developed some amazing soccer skills this year. 
Thanks to all the parents for your support during the season. Go Thunder!.

Charlotte is a very enthusiastic player with a very strong and long kick. She 
has developed some great skills over the season and loves kicking a goal. 
Fantastic work Charlotte. 

Steph may be our smallest player but she isn’t afraid of mixing it with the 
bigger kids. Her skills have developed strongly over the season. Well done 
Steph. 

Addison has been a great addition to our team. Her skills have improved 
immensely over the season and her confidence has grown with that. Great 
work Addi. 

Lucy is an enjoyable team member who always has a smile on her face. Her 
skills have improved over the season and she loves the role of goal keeper!. 
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Well Done Lucy.

Levi is our general down back who has saved countless goals this year. He also 
has great skills to move the ball forward and kick goals. Great stuff Levi. 

Rhys is a tackling machine who loves getting in there amongst the action. He is 
a valuable team member who loves kicking goals and being part of the team. 
Nice work Rhys.

Rooke has shown fantastic 
improvement throughout the season. 
He has great skills and loves getting 
down forward and kicking goals. Well 
done Rooke.

Thomas was unsure if he wanted to 
play this season but as soon as he 
found the goals he is now obsessed!. 
At least you listen to me at soccer 
rather than home!. Great work 
Thomas.

U6 TITANS DAVID STURDY

The Titans have had a fantastic season this year. Each and every player has 
made a valuable contribution to the team and has improved and developed as 
a player. They have all made a big effort and hopefully enjoyed their year. 
Whilst the players were already fairly strong at the start of the year, it has been 
particularly pleasing to watch the passing increase with each game and the 
realisation of the benefits of cooperation, collaboration and ultimately 
teamwork. Of course none of this could have happened without the support 
and commitment of the parents and carers so a big thank you to you all.

Xavier has been a powerhouse of the team. Whilst he has always had an 
immensely strong kick it has been good to watch him be able to utilise it 
more effectively and also develop his skills to use a more gentle kick when 
appropriate.

Wilbur is a good all round player who works hard for the team. He can often 
emerge from the pack out of nowhere with the ball, have a couple of touches 
and score a goal.

Archie is our ‘wizard of dribble’. He has great ball skills and is not frightened of 
taking on opposition players and when he does it is almost like he has the ball 
on a rope.
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Well Done Lucy.

Levi is our general down back who has saved countless goals this year. He also 
has great skills to move the ball forward and kick goals. Great stuff Levi. 

Rhys is a tackling machine who loves getting in there amongst the action. He is 
a valuable team member who loves kicking goals and being part of the team. 
Nice work Rhys.

Rooke has shown fantastic 
improvement throughout the season. 
He has great skills and loves getting 
down forward and kicking goals. Well 
done Rooke.

Thomas was unsure if he wanted to 
play this season but as soon as he 
found the goals he is now obsessed!. 
At least you listen to me at soccer 
rather than home!. Great work 
Thomas.

U6 TITANS DAVID STURDY

The Titans have had a fantastic season this year. Each and every player has 
made a valuable contribution to the team and has improved and developed as 
a player. They have all made a big effort and hopefully enjoyed their year. 
Whilst the players were already fairly strong at the start of the year, it has been 
particularly pleasing to watch the passing increase with each game and the 
realisation of the benefits of cooperation, collaboration and ultimately 
teamwork. Of course none of this could have happened without the support 
and commitment of the parents and carers so a big thank you to you all.

Xavier has been a powerhouse of the team. Whilst he has always had an 
immensely strong kick it has been good to watch him be able to utilise it 
more effectively and also develop his skills to use a more gentle kick when 
appropriate.

Wilbur is a good all round player who works hard for the team. He can often 
emerge from the pack out of nowhere with the ball, have a couple of touches 
and score a goal.

Archie is our ‘wizard of dribble’. He has great ball skills and is not frightened of 
taking on opposition players and when he does it is almost like he has the ball 
on a rope.

Ollie is a strong, courageous player who battles hard for the ball. He can put in 
some great crosses into the middle from out on the wing however is also great 
at getting back and defending.

Jett is an extremely versatile player who can operate effectively anywhere on 
the pitch. He is a really friendly player who has fitted into the team especially 
well.

Cameron has a lovely nature and has enjoyed participating in skills based 
games during training. Match days have been a bit overwhelming but hopefully 
with more confidence he will continue to grow.

Ji is an energetic and committed player. He never gives up chasing players and 
running after the ball. He has fantastic determination and never gives up even 
against the odds. He is great at putting pressure on opponents and forcing 
turnovers.

Teale is quite hungry when he has 
the ball and is motivated to achieve 
his goals. He also has some fantastic 
facial expressions when he scores, 
comes close to scoring or gets 
tackled.

Overall, I wish all the players the best 
for the future and hope to see them 
back in the under 7s next year.

 

UNDER 7 

U7 AVENGERS OLIVIA FLETCHER

The Avengers were a powerful team this year! Being their second year as 
a team, there were some familiar faces but a lot of new recruits. The team 
bonded well so they were a strong team. Well done Avengers!!!

Tyson Donoghue is a super player who is very confident. He has some great 
ball skills and a fantastic team spirit! Well done Tyson!

Oliver Green is a good striker and has a great boot. He has some fancy ball 
skills! Well done Oliver!

Millie Hinds is an amazing player, who can play in any position very well! She 
also has some great ball skills! Well done Millie!
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Bella West is a quiet player but she has a huge kick! She does some amazing 
clearances in games! Well done Bella!

Oliver Murray is a talented player who plays very well in the forward line, but 
also the backline! Well done Oliver!

Gabriella Holden is a great player and her confidence has grown over the 
season! She is not afraid to get in and get the ball – and get muddy! Well done 
Gabriella!

Zahara Brammall is an awesome player 
whose confidence has slowly grown over 
the season! She has some amazing ball 
skills! Well done Zahara!

Oliver Drake is an amazing defender 
who has a fantastic kick and he is always 
there to help the team! Well done Oliver!

The Avengers have had a great season, 
they have enjoyed playing and learning 
new skills. They have been a great 
group of kids to coach! We couldn’t 
have done it without the fantastic help of the parents and the 
team manager! Great work Avengers! We hope to see everyone back next year!

U7 DYNAMOS TOM PRIEST

Thank you to all parents and their children for everything 

Georgia has continued very nicely this year, has a nice kick on her and really 
enjoys her team mates.

Cammi has enjoyed another great year, 
is one of our main goal scorers and 
slotting them with left foot which is 
great.

Jaymie is one our tuff midfielders, runs 
great with the ball at his feet and has a 
head down get stuck in attitude.

Rory has developed into a hard nosed 
defender, showed no fear and shutting 
down attacks with great speed.

Leo tracked very nicely this year, loves 
his teammates and when he gets onto his left, lookout.
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Lachlan was a first year player and did an amazing job, has a beautiful kick 
and has great speed and confidence with the ball at his feet. 

Aarlo has grown in confidence this year, shows great pace and tackling 
presence.

Gene was another first year player and had a cracking year, was a great 
attacking force scored plenty of goals showed great control with ball at his feet. 

U7 VIKINGS NATHAN HEALEY 

The Under 7 Vikings have demonstrated an exceptional ability to improve their 
own standards and skills, week in week out. The commitment from the whole 
team, from turning up to training every week to game day on Saturday, has 
been a pleasure to witness. Every player’s enthusiasm made my role as coach 
effortless, particularly with a focus of 
fun, basic skill training and the 
importance of learning to play as a 
team. It was exciting to see the boys 
pass the ball so well to each other and 
then move it on downfield! 

Our team consisted of Lucas Bailey, 
Ben Hay, Jack Healey, Riley Howard, 
Charlie Morrison, Alexander Ransome, 
Ethan Shipp, Henry Sivillls and Oliver 
Taylor. 

They are a huge credit for the way they 
conducted and applied themselves. Though ‘very’ 
competitive at training, they showed remarkable sportsmanship and manners 
on game day. All the parents and I are very proud of them. 

U7 VIPERS CHRIS RADEMACHER

What a great season from a team made up mostly of first timers! The kids 
showed a fantastic eagerness to learn and absorb some of the fundamentals 
of football. All mates, they came together and encouraged each other when it 
was needed. As the coach and a parent my expectations were blown away on a 
weekly basis which made it a very rewarding season. Fun times were had by all 
and a BIG thanks to the parents for their support and commitment to the Quiet 
Sidelines for kids.

Hopefully the orange season and supply isn’t so random next year.
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Alex Carnicelli - His confidence grew throughout the season which brought on 
plenty of great touches for Alex. He is quiet and has a great nature mixed with 
a very fast turn of speed that is great to watch. Alex is a caring team mate who 
always makes a great effort to support his team.

Hayden Jessup - Football really clicked for Hayden this year. Never shy to put 
in his two bob’s worth or take a backward step from a loose lipped opposing 
team. Pleasure to watch his skill’s advance hugely this year.

Henry Rathbone - The left footer with a cheeky smile that came from Aussie 
Rules. Henry slotted straight into the team and throughout the season just 
grew in leaps and bounds. Had some brilliant runs and showed great ability all 
over the park.

Oliver Wigg - Well done Oliver! Great effort at training and the games. Oliver 
always shows up ready to put in his best for the team. Covers the pitch very 
well building up a massive appetite, so always first in and last out of the 
oranges.

Oscar Blyth - Oscar is a focused player who shows great dedication to the 
game. He is always ready to listen and apply himself. Oscar doesn’t mind 
entertaining his fans with a little victory dance after scoring a goal and 
executes skills well above his age.

Sebastiaan Barbour - Seb is a delight to watch and coach, uses both feet and 
makes a massive contribution anywhere on the park. Many great years of 
football to come and any team is very lucky to have him on it. Great stuff Seb, 
well done!

Sam Rademacher - Sam grew quickly in confidence throughout the season. His 
progress and determination on runs to the goals topped with accurate finishers 
and passes, was a pleasure to watch. Sam shows great awareness and should 
be very proud of himself. Well done mate!
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UNDER 9 

U9 BANDITS BELINDA HAWKINS

The Bandits banded together again for our second year of mateship, where we 
welcomed four new players to our team. 

This season has seen us moving onto playing on a larger ground and team, 
this has allowed for their confidence and skills to mature and further develop 
individually and as a team. Which has been a delight to watch unfold.

This has been a natural progression, where they are happy to share positions, 
listen and encourage others, while being humble. We’ve also looked at various 
strategies in game playing from positioning to goalie.

I encourage training to be fun where many siblings join along, with a lot of play 
based learning in skills with each other. This approach has been successful 
with the players teaching each other many skills therefore building their 

confidence as players and a team.

Overall the season has been a blast, 
amusing at times with a bunch of 
boys who are happy to hang together 
and play soccer.

The Bandit players were: Hunter 
Andrews; Jimmy Ewart; Elias 
Hargrave; Remy Hawkins; Toby 
Hawkins; Lali Ndlovu; Alfie Palmer; 
Charlie Palmer; Ryley Smith and 
Marcus Waddingham.

U9 COLTS DUNCAN MCCABE

It’s been a pleasure to coach the Under 9 Colts in 2017, with the excellent 
support and help from (Dad) Stu McCabe. The team was built from a mixture 
of Under 9 players from last year, a few who stepped up from the Under 7’s, 
and a couple who had returned from time away from soccer. 

Throughout the season the boys have improved greatly and this is in part due 
to their dedication to make weekly training and their internal drive to become 
better players. Some of the things we have really concentrated on this season 
have focused around finding and searching for space, making sure that if our 
players have the ball we get into positions to support them, tackling hard (and 
fair), and competing strongly. We have also talked about keeping our positions 
on the field, helping our teammates, and working hard for the good of the 
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team; and I think we have become a stronger team for these reasons. The boys 
have worked hard to improve their skills and passing throughout the season 
too, and we have had ‘many’ shooting sessions to work on our striking skills, in 
combination with defensive/ blocking work.

The boys have been a credit to Riverside Olympic in the way they have 
conducted themselves throughout the year and have always shown respect 
for their opponents, referees, and pride in their own conduct. Each game has 
been played in good spirit and competitiveness for the game, and always in a 
sporting manner. I would like to congratulate the boys on a great season and 
hope to see many of you back next year. Well done lads!

Our defence has been ably assisted all year by several different options used 
in goals. Oscar D, Sam and Fletcher have played in goal often (for a half at 
a time) but all also enjoy playing on the ground too so it has been a juggling 
match. It’s a credit to the boys that they could compromise so well in this 
position all year. 

Alex and Connor formed the backbone of the defence for much of the year and 
both really improved as the year wore on, covering for each other on occasions, 
and forming a defensive wall that was increasingly hard to penetrate. Both 
boys rarely missed a training and have become important parts of the team, 
screening opponent attacks and 
clearing dangerous balls into the box, 
by tackling hard (something they 
have both become better at) and 
sweeping the ball wide where it is 
less dangerous. Connor is a strong 
defensive presence and when he is 
not retrieving the ball and hoisting it 
forward, he is taking corner kick 
duties and has become an asset 
driving us into attack with powerful 
kicks from deep. 

At times, Sam and Oscar D have 
been employed in defence also and, as players who can play in many positions, 
they have both taken on the role with relish, and always played fair but hard. 
Both players are mobile who thrive on their highly competitive spirit, by 
running, challenging, and fighting for the ball before playing it in the path of 
one of our players surging forward. It has been a joy to coach them this year. 
Both boys are awesome kids and full of enthusiasm for the game.

Whilst most players played in a multitude of positions throughout the year, 
I did try to allow players to become used to a position that I thought suited 
their style. Peter, Harvey and Nate often filled the role in midfield and 
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became more accustomed to it as the season wore on. All have the ability 
to move forward and back to help the team where necessary and have tried 
hard to make themselves available to the player with the ball when possible. 
Considering Peter’s size you could be forgiven for thinking he might back down 
in a challenge with a bigger opponent but that certainly wasn’t the case as he 
(along with Nate and Harvey) took it up to players older and bigger increasingly 
frequently! Peter may be small but he packs a punch! Harvey and Nate have 
also become better players over the course of the season, dropping back to 
help in defence, playing easy balls (well done Nate, it is a valuable skill), and 
bursting into attack to cross or shoot (some great goals/ assists Harvey!). 
Midfield is a difficult position to get used to so I congratulate all players who 
played there this season.

In attack this season we have concentrated on moving to find spaces where 
we can receive the ball, breaking fast at goal when an opportunity arises, and 
in finding the dangerous areas in the box (either in open play or from free 
kicks/ corners). On rotation, Oscar M, Oscar S, Lucas, and Fletch have filled 
our positions in attack and looked better as they have played with each other 
more and more. All have some speed, a growing awareness of where to be 
positionally, and an understanding that assisting and creating goals is just 
as important as scoring them! (This latter point being something we’ve been 
keen to remind ourselves of this year). The attacking combination has been 
a success and all players have exhibited unique attributes within their roles 
that has been exciting to watch. Whereas Oscar M is most competent running 
at players using his skill and speed before getting his head up to lay the ball 
off, Fletcher’s strength is his hard running to dispossess and reclaim the ball. 
Oscar S has a thunderous shot and reads the game well so often it is Oscar we 
try to tee up for a shot, whilst Lucas plays a more poaching role, often timing 
his runs and finishing our attacks with neat goals. 

Of course, this Report generalises each player very briefly but hopefully by this 
end of the season the lads have a better understanding of the strengths in their 
game as well as areas they need to work on if they want to keep improving. All 
players can be extremely proud of their commitment to the team this year and 
I hope they have enjoyed it as much as I have!

U9 GLORY CLIVE PULTON & MATTHEW HOLMES

This year we’ve been lucky enough to coach team Glory. For novice coaches, 
we couldn’t have had a better bunch of kids. Their skills and determination 
have grown with each match and their development has been a pleasure to 
watch. They always played with the right spirit and always turned up to training 
as keen listeners ready to learn and work on their skills. Whether we taught 
them anything remains to be seen! Most importantly, it has been a lot of fun. A 
special mention to the parents of team Glory who have been very supportive. 
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We’re very thankful for the assistance, particularly with the refs amongst us.

The Glory players were: Imogen 
Donoghue; Linkoln Grainger; Skyla 
Higgins; Oliver Holmes; Thomas 
Howard; Seth Mace; Hollie Meredith; 
Isabel Munting; George Poulton; 
Darcy Richards and An Tran.

U9 HURRICANES LYNDA COLGRAVE

This year the Hurricanes were lucky enough to have the same team as last 
year. It consisted of Xavier Davie, Hudson Young, Samuel Powers, Max 
Kerrison, Mac Binns, Callum Lindsay, Ethan Worsfold, Lochie Jones and Noah 
Colgrave. 

After mixed results in the seeding rounds the Hurricanes were put into division 
one. I wasn’t sure that this was going to be the right place for them, but I am 
pleased to say that they proved me wrong. Through hard work the boys really 
showed how they could transfer the skills they learnt and practiced at training 
into their games. They were very competitive in most of their games. Playing 
in division one meant that it was time to start extending their skills in just one 
or two positions rather than in every position. The boys soon settled into not 
only positions they liked but also the positions that would benefit the team the 
most.

Ethan showed very early on that goal keeping was a position that he would like 
to pursue, so he was given the opportunity in every game to play goalkeeper 
for the first half. He made several improvements throughout the season 
especially with his throwing. He also made a number of great saves to help 
the team. When on the field Ethan contributed by kicking a few goals and 
playing in defence. Hudson really stepped up this year. His ability to read 
the play in defence and pick up loose players was a real asset to the team. 
Hudson worked hard all season and was a very dependable goalkeeper as well. 
Samuel continued to make big improvements this year. He spent time in all 
positions but contributed the most while in defence. Samuel was hard at the 
ball all season and used his speed to help cover the goal line and opposition 
players. Mac only likes defence and that is where he stayed all season. His 
improvement since under 6s has been amazing. Mac regularly tackles with 
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great force and he is beginning to read the play and help his other defensive 
player. Xavier has been a very valuable player all season. He has spent most 
of his time in the midfield due to his ability to run all day and contribute 
effectively up front and in the back line. Xavier tried really hard every week 
and was always keen to listen and learn more. Noah was a steady and reliable 
player each week. His fitness and speed enable him to contribute quickly at 
both ends of the field. Noah improved his footwork skills and was able to make 
many passes to teammates which resulted in goals. Max was able to play 
well in all positions on the field and he also put his hand up for goalkeeper on 
several occasions. He improved his ability to cover both ends of the field while 
in the midfield and also contributed to the team’s success when playing up 
front. Max’s versatility and willingness to have a go, made him an asset to the 
team. Lochie made some great improvements this year with his positioning 
(knowing where to stand and where to run to) on the field. He spent a lot of 
time up front and contributed to a number of the goals scored this year. Lochie 
chased when the ball got turned over and tackled hard to get the ball back. 
Callum also spent a lot of time up front and seemed to really enjoy it. He 
kicked a number of goals during the season and also helped to set some up. 
As the season progressed Callum was able to be in the right place at the right 
time which really helped him to contribute to the team’s success.

The U9 Hurricanes have had a really successful season. They have shown just 
how far they have come as a team. 
Their ability to pass to each other 
and play as a team really helped 
them to stay competitive against 
their opponents in division 1. Many 
of the skills that they have been 
learning over the last few years 
have just seemed to click this year 
and they have really stepped up. 
They should be very proud of their 
efforts.

Thank you to any parents who 
helped at trainings or on game 
days. Also to any parents, grandparents and other family and friends that have 
filled up the sidelines every week, thank you for your encouragement over the 
season. The Hurricanes players have a terrific bunch of parents and Dale and I 
are really grateful for your support.

U9 MINI MESSIS MICHELLE WELLS

A big thank you firstly to Tara Fox, our team manager, you made my job so 
much easier by allowing me to be more focused on refereeing and coaching. 
Your presence at training and at games was invaluable. Thank you.
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A big thank you also to parents for coming out in the rain, cold, frost and snow 
(not quite but felt like it some mornings and training evenings). Thank you for 
your ongoing support, fruit, timekeeping, scoring and cheering. Fiona Cramp 
thank you for organising the fruit roster. Every little bit helps.

A lot of tough games this season. New players to the team, new rules and new 
positions to become accustomed to. Some very close games that had 
spectators on their toes. They have all been very supportive of each other on 
and off the field and have developed a great team bond. Huge improvements 
from all players and as a coach I am 
very proud and impressed with my 
team and how far they have come and 
hope you all continue to play for the 
Messis’s next year.

Annalise Frost: This is Annalise’s 
second year with the Mini Messis and 
a huge improvement on last year. 
She has been a great asset to our 
team and has improved immensely 
this season. Keep up the good work 
Annie.

Blayde Triffett: A great effort from Blayde this season. 
A hunger for the ball like no other. Has taken on what has been said to him and 
it has had a remarkable outcome. Brilliant effort Blayde.

Camden McKellar: A brilliant little player who loves soccer as much as I do. 
Cam is very impressive to watch and has amazing ball skills for someone 
so young. I have no doubt that next year he will be showing me what to do. 
Another fantastic year Camden well-done.

Chilli Hulse: Another of our first time players but if you watched her play 
you would never know that she is new to the sport. She has shown huge 
improvement throughout the season and has been a very valuable player in our 
backline that isn’t afraid to attack for the ball. Fantastic effort this year Chilli 
and I really hope you continue with the Messis’s next year.

Dante Parer-Wong: He maybe little but this boy is fast, agile and can play 
some great soccer. Brilliant effort this year Dante, keep up the good work.

Fergus Broomhall: Fergus has been a little hot and cold this year but when 
he’s hot he is smoking. Has a big kick and can be a very attacking player 
when needed. He has been a versatile player in both a defensive and attacking 
position but is much more valuable in our back line. Some very impressive 
games from Fergus this year. Great job Fergus.
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Jack Millwood: Another first time player that has proven to be another great 
little player. Jack started off in our back line as a very competitive defender 
until he had a try in goals and loved it. A fast learner and has proven to be a 
valuable team member. So pleased with your efforts this year Jack you should 
be very proud. Well done.

Joshua Atkins: Josh started as a shy little player then in June there was a 
shift in the way he played, he became a more aggressive and defensive player 
overnight. Fast paced and not afraid to go in for a tackle to win the ball back. 
With a few hidden incentives from Mum, Josh came out of his shell on the field 
and played some great defensive soccer. Awesome effort Josh. Very proud and 
really hope you continue with soccer next year.

Tyson Saunders: Tyson has been another versatile player this year playing 
both a defensive and attacking roll. Once he found his mojo he started to play 
more of a midfields position which really suited him. Tyson has been great 
at listening to his coach and doing exactly what has been asked of him and 
remaining very focused on the job at hand. Brilliant effort this year Tyson keep 
up the good work.

William Cramp: One of our fast paced little forwards whose skills have 
improved immensely. Getting a lot faster with the ball and a huge improvement 
in ball control. Always listens to his coach and takes on board what has been 
said. Another great year from you this year Will, brilliant effort.

Willem Fox: Will has proven to be a great goalkeeper showing so much 
enthusiasm for the sport and the position he plays. A versatile player that can 
be put in any position but really excelled in our defence and as our goalie. 
Awesome job Foxy.

U9 NINJAS BRIAN WIGHTMAN

The Ninjas had an outstanding season in 2017.

From the outset during the seeding 
games, it became obvious that the team 
had grown not only in stature, but in 
their collective ability to read the game 
and understand the importance of 
positioning and marking space on the 
field.

By the end of the year, they started to 
make the goals look very small and I 
have no doubt that the Ninjas are all 
looking forward to continuing their 
development in Under 11’s next season. 
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This team, and their incredibly supportive parents and extended families personify 
all that I expect from those who don the Orange - embrace competition, keep 
possession of the ball, try your best and be proud of your efforts.

This group of youngers were an absolute pleasure to coach. And if you have a 
spare few minutes next year, they are well worth watching.

Tyson Rusden - It’s rare to find a natural goal-keeper in someone so young. 
Tyson is brave, athletic and has exceptional hand-eye coordination. In fact, 
our only challenge throughout the season was that he also continued to 
demonstrate great skills as a defender, often showcasing his ability to watch 
the play while marking his opponent. Tyson has a very bright future and I have 
no doubt that he can be a regular for senior Riverside teams in years to come 
in whichever position he chooses.

Damon Hannes - As a club, we were extremely fortunate to welcome the 
Hannes family back to ROFC. Damon is an outstanding young player who you 
can see has had to scrap for every kick against his older brothers. His skill level 
and ability to score goals from defence was wonderful to watch. As a coach, 
I was continuously amazed by his willingness to take players on, usually with 
a step-over, and then bring others into the game. Damon, like his brothers 
are players we must all take an interest in and support because they have 
unrivalled potential.

William Wightman - William’s soccer maturity increased in leaps and bounds 
during the season. He is a natural defender whose ability to tackle and win the 
hard ball defies his kind and caring nature. William always thinks of the team 
and does his best to bring them into the game through driving the ball out 
of the backline. He just enjoys playing, often cheering on his friends from the 
sideline while at the same time delivering Katie and Jane ongoing feedback 
regarding substitutions and team balance. 

Shaun Koesmapahlawan - Shaun, our defensive Mr Reliable also had an 
outstanding season. Always available, always at training, and always giving his 
absolute best, are qualities that I greatly admire about this young defender. 
Combining with Damon, Tyson and William, Shaun helped lead the backbone 
of our defensive structure, taking the ball away from the feet of defenders and 
releasing his team mates to attack at the other end of the pitch. A wonderful 
year of improvement.

Harry Gunn - For the second season in a row, Harry scored most of the Ninja’s 
goals which was a plentiful tally during 2017. However, as a coach the most 
rewarding improvement was to watch Harry willingly bring others into the 
game. He gave as many goals away to teammates as he scored this year and 
that is a quality for which Harry should be highly praised. He is athletic, fast 
and durable, and an asset to the Ninjas structure. Harry will continue to grow 
in maturity as a soccer player and I have no doubt that he will dominate for 
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many years to come.

Tom Munting - I haven’t met a more honest sportsperson than Tom. He is 
the type of individual for which a referee would not be required, and he often 
looked to me in surprise if I awarded him a throw-in or corner which he knew 
should go the other way. Tom is highly skilled, competitive, and a wonderful 
team player. His throw-ins, often as good as a kick, were sensational for 
someone so young, resulting in goals for teammates. From midfield, Tom 
also scored plenty with his ability to crisply strike the ball while on the run 
wonderful to watch.

Daisy Barbour - Daisy is extremely fit with her hard running often the 
difference in games that were competitive during the season. She is tough, 
courageous, tenacious and determined with her quiet but caring nature making 
her the perfect team player. Daisy is one to watch and has an extremely bright 
soccer future at Riverside Olympic. The all girls’ goal, set-up by Beatrix and 
slotted away by Daisy is a highlight from the season that I will never forget. 

Flynn Grant - Flynn tackles hard. When I chose to join-in games at training, I 
willingly gave the ball up before our midfield hard-man arrived on the scene. I 
have no doubt that Flynn’s ability to win the ball for our team on a regular basis 
ensured that we had such a successful season. He has enjoyed playing his first 
year in the correct age-group since Flynn has always played-up a year. This fact 
makes his improvement and success on the field an awesome achievement.

Tariku Brammall - Tariku has time and an air of grace on the ball which is a 
pleasure to watch. His outstanding skills including the ability to tip-toe past 
defenders resulted in many of his shots hitting the back of the net during the 
season. Whenever an outstanding team goal was scored, Tariku was involved. 
His confidence and competitive spirit have increased significantly during 2017 
and I look forward to assisting his soccer development in years to come.

Lachlan Tonelly - Lachlan’s understanding of soccer improved significantly 
during season 2017. His two goals during a game was an outstanding 
achievement for a young player new to the sport. Lachlan can always be relied 
upon to show-up and persist even when the physicality of games increased 
significantly. He responded extremely well to praise and it was wonderful to 
witness his willingness to engage in a tough tackle when the opportunity arose.

Beatrix Wightman - Beatrix is the ultimate team manager, but also our most 
improved player. After playing most of last season in goals, she found her 
home in the Ninjas’ structure as a forward. The most pleasing aspect of 
Beatrix’s increased confidence was her ability to apply attacking pressure 
during games. Her willingness to chase, tackle and dribble past defenders 
was very encouraging. Beatrix will only improve further in years to come and I 
strongly urge her just to keep at it.
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U9 RAPTORS MARCUS GREENWOOD

The 2017 season saw team Raptors move up to division 1 and 2 new players 
join the team. The old and new players blended well and took on the 
challenges of the fast paced division one with commitment, focus and a never 
give up attitude. This commitment was 
highlighted when they turned up to a 9am 
game and played in -3 degree 
temperatures on frost, and still gave it 
their all.

Each player has continued to improve 
over the season and learn new positions 
and I have really enjoyed watching them 
play. I would like to thank the ROJSC 
Committee for all the hard work and 
also thank you to the parents of the 
Raptor players for supporting both 
myself and the team.

Jakoby Atkinson-Gunton - First year with the Raptors Jakoby has proved to 
be a great all rounder. He has showed great ability as goalie and is a skilful 
and fast runner in the midfield/ attacking positions. He has a great attitude 
towards training and has been a pleasure to coach.

Maddison Barrett - Maddison’s first season as a Raptor has provided her with 
the opportunity to learn how the game is played and she has really grown 
during the season. Her effort and attitude could never be questioned as well as 
her bravery in defence. She always finds a way to get a boot in there and spoil 
opposition goals.

Katie Campbell - Katie showed really good positioning in attack this year giving 
it her best efforts. She has great enthusiasm for the game and enjoys her 
soccer each weekend. She plays her best when in the thick of the game.

Kade Greenwood - Kade has had a standout year and has no problems mixing 
it with the best players in the other team. He shows great persistence, effort 
and determination. His skills of reading the game and focus on the ball have 
seen him win the ball time and time again.

Samuel Lindsay - Sam shows great commitment to the game and his team. 
Sam settled into defence this year and is a valuable team member to have on 
the field. He has not only grown in skills but also in confidence, both at training 
and on game day.

Liam Mills - Liam has great patience and reads the game well in defence. He has 
developed in the area of leadership in defence particularly directing team players 
when he is goalie. He stopped many goals and showed good skill in this area.
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Charlie Shea - Charlie was once again effective in defence this year. He just 
keeps hassling the opposition, putting pressure on the forwards and often 
clearing the ball out of defence. He also had turns as goalkeeper and enjoys 
stopping those goals.

Colby Woolcock - Colby has also had a standout year mixing it against 
the stronger opposition opponents. He has great ball skills and has really 
developed in the areas of passing. Colby has given great effort continually 
running the whole field to support both forwards and defenders.

Lincoln Woolcock - The youngest player in the team Lincoln has improved 
more than any other player. He has great determination and is relentless 
chasing and competing with the opposition. He is an emerging talent and 
shows skills that far outweigh his age.

U9 ROOS JUSTIN MILNER

Angus, Jasper, Ben, Rory, Seb, Oliver, Christopher, Isaac, Noah and Mitchell 
have had an exciting and challenging season and I have really enjoyed watching 
them all improve in skills and confidence. As the season progressed the Roos 
became a supportive team who love hanging out together and having fun.

Each of the boys had a turn being 
goalkeeper which many hadn’t done 
before and they enjoyed practicing 
for this role during training. They 
were encouraged to try all positions 
on the field however some settled 
into preferred positions. The Roos 
enjoyed playing soccer immensely 
and loved to have practice games 
during training which everyone was 
invited to join - including siblings 
and parents.

I am extremely proud of how well the boys pull 
together as a team on game days and they should be too as they are all a great 
group of boys and a very solid group of soccer players. I would like to thank 
the families for their support (especially on those cold training nights!) and 
I hope everyone has enjoyed themselves cheering on the sidelines watching 
games filled with fun and excitement.

U9 SNOW LEOPARDS MARIA TABARGARI

Wow, what a great season we’ve had! With its wins and losses, goals and 
misses, ups and downs I would like to thank everyone one for making this 
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season a one to remember. Starting off in Division 3 and moving up into 
Division 2 was a great achievement for the team and I couldn’t ask for anything 
more from them.

This year Snow Leopards joined three ladies - Jaliyah Triffett, Maleeh Zandavar 
and Lara Willis. And special words for you - ladies. At first - well done! You are 
amazing on the ground. Watching you play makes us proud - we see how brave 
you are, how necessary in team and how fast you improved your skills just 
from the start of season.

Jaliyah Triffett - as player just started to be active on the ground. Never-give- 
up girl - asking to play always and 
we will try to help Jaliyah to improve 
her skills - more techniques, more 
speed and more ball control. But 
last games showed how effective 
she can be and dangerous on the 
ground. You have surprised 
everyone, Jaliyah, with your 
enthusiasm and effort.

Lara Willis - the kindest player in 
our team, concentrating on the 
game she can forget about own 
emotions and play very well. Lara 
is looking for the best positions and always is following the recommendations 
and doing every task carefully and completely. Lara finishes her first season 
with very good improvement. Well done, Lara! We will be waiting for you for 
summer trainings.

Maleeh Zandavar - this girl is playing best on the central-field positions. Fast 
and light, gentle and determined - Maleeh is a very serious and thoughtful 
player. Ball control, dribbling on a fast speed - everything is good but is a 
little shy when comes to shooting at goal. I believe Maleeh can be a good 
goal scorer, just needs a bit more practising with that skill. Maleeh respects 
everyone on the ground and usually is focused on the game from start until the 
final whistle.

Well, we had total 12 players this year and all together Snow Leopards are 
great team who love playing football. And our boys were fantastic during the 
whole season:

Benjamin Carter - he is playing with Snow Leopards for the second season 
and he improved his manner of running this year. Ben showed himself this 
season as a good goalkeeper and he even practised for that position. Ben is 
enthusiastic and active member of our team - his bright eyes and readiness for 
challenge are an important part of our team.
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Shriranga Eri - joined us in summer trainings and decided to stay with us. 
As one of the main attackers he showed very good speed on the ground and 
excellent ball control and he is just enjoying playing football any time. He is 
practising everywhere and anytime and more practice in shots will help him to 
become a very bright player.

Jacob Hall - joined us just this season and he is a fantastic goalkeeper. Jacob 
also likes to play on the ground and prefers the defence positions and does 
his tasks very accurately and is trying to be focused on the ball constantly. He 
improved his running skills and is working hard at the moment on ball control 
skills. Well done, Jacob, and good luck next year in U11!

Zaine Khalafallah - another second season player in Snow Leopards. Zaine is 
a player-gentleman: intelligent, accurate and analysing the game. He is positive 
and looking forward player: he is good in every position on the ground and he 
is very helpful - Zaine does not always follow the ball- he moves to the best 
position to support his team members.

Aiden Reid - came to football in May and become one of the fastest players at 
once - his speed is shocking to the opposite teams as Aiden can run from one 
side of the pitch to the other in a flash - great ball control skills help him move 
forward and leave others behind. It is very sad that next year Aiden has to 
leave us, because he will play in U11, but he can easily play there in Division 1.

Kaleb Reid - with brother (Aiden) joined us in May. Kaleb was brave playing 
as a goalie, active on the ground, and, more practising with ball control and 
kicking will help him to achieve the same level as his brother. Kaleb is a very 
kind and understanding player - he listens to advice and tries to do every task 
in the best manner. Can be concentrated on the game endlessly and never 
looks tired.

Abhinav Sundaram - the love-in- football player - can play at any time and in 
any weather. He is glad to run, to play in a team, to attack and score. Almost 
all dangerous moments at the opposite half were created with our attacking 
players with Abhi. Practising shooting and sharpness on the ball - is Abhi’s 
main target for next trainings.

Gregor Tabagari - one more enthusiastic goalkeeper. Gregor likes to catch a 
ball and has never thought about the weather - rain or sunshine, mud or dry 
ground - Gregor can protect the goals in a prompt manner. On the ground he 
is good in a midfield position and can assist defenders as well as attackers. He 
is always proud with a win and understands and analyses the mistakes of the 
team when lost.

Alex Taylor - has to play with U11 and in top Division, next year. Fast, active, 
sharp and experienced player - the soul of the team. Alex is supporting team in 
every difficult situation. Every game he is creating a lot of stressful moments 
for the opposition in front of their goals and the improving of his results in 
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sharp shots will let him to become a great centre-forward player.

Thank you, Tony Zandavar and Murray Willis assisting on the trainings and 
matches. As last year, Georg Tabagari (U15, Drop Bears) worked hard coaching 
that team. Thank you Georg, for your time and effort. A big thanks to Nicole 
Hall for making a Facebook page with great shots of every game to look back 
on. And special thanks to parents for supporting Snow Leopards not only with 
fresh fruits during the halftime, with holding a score sheet and cheering on the 
players , providing a great back-ground and bringing a positive sense to every 
game, regardless the result.

UNDER 11 

U11 COBRAS JOHN BROZEK 

Well here we are again at the end of another season 
with the young Cobras.

The team finished off last season in U9 strongly and 
kept the momentum going into the Spring Futsal 
Comp. After finishing 3rd on the ladder following the 
rostered games, with a little skill, determination and 
a bit of confidence, they were strong through the 
finals to come out with the U9 Futsal Championship. 

Prior to the season, 5 of our team trialled for the NTJSA Northern 
Representative U10 Team with a big congratulations to both Jordan and 
Zachary for making it through. 

With the kids close to outgrowing our previous team tops, we arranged for 
new reversible, personalised playing tops courtesy of our team sponsors 
Intas Group and Straight Line Logistics. Thanks to 

Tenneile and Di for arranging.

The team consists of almost the 
original group of players from the last 
two seasons with brothers Jordan 
& Isaac Bezemer, Aiden & Luke 
Thurm, Tomas Brozek, Sarah Moore, 
Amy Vimpany, Lucas Starkey, 
Zachary Gourlay, Jethro Clark, 
Kampbell Jarman and the new 
inclusion of first year player Bailey 
Taylor (although you wouldn’t know! 
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He has improved in every game and continues to grow in confidence).

Not knowing what to expect, the team started the U11 seeding rounds in 
Division 3 before changing into Division 2 for the start of the roster. Before the 
first game, Zachary was unlucky to break his collarbone putting him out for 
12 weeks which was a blow to the team and for Zach. The kids have done well 
matching it with the other first year teams and some of the more experienced, 
much taller/bigger second year teams. Overall it is great to continue to have 
such enthusiastic kids enjoying the game and practicing their skills to improve 
their confidence and knowledge of the game while making lifelong friendships 
along the way.

A big thank you to Les, Mick, Adam and all those parents that have helped out 
with training, reffing, timing, running the sub sheet as well as getting kids to 
events on time, bringing the fruit each week, it all makes a difference to help 
make the Cobra family/team run smoothly. We are also lucky to be part of this 
great club in ROSC - Joeys and appreciate Jeremy, Crystal, Alan and Renee’s 
help and guidance throughout the season.

 U11 DINOS SARAH MCROBBIE & HEIDI GOESS

After strong results during most of the seeding games, the Dino’s proved that 
they were worthy of promotion to div 2. After a couple of games getting used 
to the increase in pace and the understanding of team structure, the Dino’s 
found their groove and the goals 
started to go in.

The Dino’s have worked hard at 
training throughout the season and 
achieved a solid team structure 
resulting in first class passages of 
passing play, strong tackling and a 
winning team spirit.

Introducing the Dino’s

Archie - with a thunderbolt of a left 
foot and excellent skills, Archie is a 
mean defender and strong in attack.

Avery - equally strong as a right back and an attacker, Avery’s strength over 
the ball, pace and powerful kicks have been key to strong advances into attack.
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Ciaran - our workhorse through the middle. Ciaran’s passing has really come 
on this season and is always there to support the attack and defence.

Charlie - new to Dino’s, Charlie makes the opposition defence move to create 
space for his team mates carrying the ball and has excellent tackling and 
passing skills.

Cooper - channels the opposition to where he wants them and times his tackle 
perfectly to cleanly take the ball and advance to attack.

Ethan - our second new recruit, Ethan was also new to soccer. His pace and 
fitness has been an asset to the team along with his terrier instinct for tackling.

Isaac - gets really stuck in and doesn’t let any opposition player get away from 
him in defence often winning the ball for the team and helping rebound into 
attack.

Joe F - One of our co-goalies, Joff also plays in defence and is very focussed. 
He covers the opposition attackers well, has solid tackling and good 
distribution skills.

Joe M - Joe plays an integral part in defence, he can be heard (loudly) calling 
the team to ‘man mark’ and has good vision to get the team to man-up.

Lewis - Our other co-goalie Lewis’ quick reactions and safe hands have saved 
our bacon on a number of occasions. On field, Lewis is hungry for the ball and 
has solid tackling skills.

Lucas C - our fast play making central midfielder. Lucas fearlessly takes on 
the opposition weaving through the defence creating lots of goal scoring 
opportunities.

Lucas B - utility man Lucas can play anywhere, nothing much comes through 
when he plays strong centre back and he’s a danger to opposition in midfield 
and attack.

Ryan - a very strong right back and one of our most powerful kickers in the 
team. Ryan is sure footed and good luck to any opposition attacker who takes 
him on!

Thanks to Geoff, Matt and Steve for refereeing; to Rich for all of the help at 
trainings and parents and supporters for the fantastic encouragement and 
support you give to Dino’s from the sidelines through ice, wind, rain and shine.

Thanks boys for another excellent season, you’re a great bunch and it’s been a 
pleasure to coach you all.
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U11 FIRE JEREMY SMITH

The Under 11 Fire of 2017 - well what can I write?

A season of ups & downs, highs and lows, remarkable results 
and coach head-scratching, which makes it all worthwhile 
if there’s a bit of variety. I don’t get to enjoy the highs and 
successes if there aren’t a few downs along the way, but it has 
made the players more resilient and they keep turning up with 
smiles on their faces.

We also picked up a few new players, after losing a chunk of the team from 
last year; one to another team in Div 1 and the others just didn’t come back?!?! 
Again a bit of a mix but all of the new boys already knew at least one player in 
the team and soon became best-buddy-team-mates with everyone else.

The step up to Division 2 in 2017 also challenged the boys a bit more, with 
games against some older teams similar to them and some younger up and 
coming teams. The team was never really outclassed or out of their depth 
though and a solid mid-table finish for the season reflects where the team is in 
the overall standings for U11 Div 2 teams this year. 

A few highlights of the season include drawing a game with a team 1-all (with 
a cracking goal from Ben) who gave the Fire a nice little touch-up in 2016; 6 or 
7 - nil from memory. Also a ripper game against the RO Gladiators, end to end, 
really skilful, fast and a tribute to all of the players at Riverside. The game also 
ended 1-all but could have been 10-all; a fair result for the game though, with 
the points split.

Running through the “fireys” of 2017

#1 “Manny the Mannequin” (GK) - the team had no trouble getting the ball 
past “Manny” at training and would regularly slot the ball into whatever goal 
we set up. Game time presented a different story, which I suspect is repeated 
across the club; each opposing goalkeeper seemed to have a target painted on 
their shirt, which the players would duly aim at. I think the boys got sick of me 
asking them where to shoot and yelling it during the games, “Bottom corner!!” 
Other than that, I managed to talk all of the team into having a go in goals for 
at least two half-games each, to spread it around all of the team as we didn’t 
have a regular ‘goalie’.

#2 Matthew Towns - they see him here, they see him there, “Matty T” ends up 
playing everywhere! Matthew holds the rare distinction of playing on all eight 
on field positions at once, and would count position number #1 goalie except 
he couldn’t use his hands. But he could always be relied upon to give his all 
and not leave anything in the tank when playing. Matthew would be right up at 
the pointy end of the team’s “Golden Boot” if we kept track of it for the season. 
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I’d love to see Matty push himself for a run in a Division 1 team in years to 
come and see how he goes with playing up a level, as I reckon he would still 
give many opposing players nightmares.

#3 Charlie Christmas - “Charlie C” is a player with fantastic variety - he’s never 
fazed about where I ask him to play and loves having a run in as many 
positions as possible. As coach, I can see Charlie playing as an extremely 
reliable and dependable wide full back (left or right back) as that’s where he 
plays best - he reads the play well, makes quick decisions and generally hits 
his target with his passes. Scored a cracking last minute winner in a seeding 
round game where the team came back from 3-1 down to win 4-3 and his 
ear-to-ear grin was priceless.

#4 Charlie Huizenga - the other 
Charlie in the team, “Charlie H” 
seemed to play with more freedom 
and a more relaxed attitude this year; 
perhaps due to being more familiar 
with the team and the standard of 
soccer in Division 2. Charlie started 
hitting a few goals, which seemed 
to elude him last year and he also 
spent a bit of time in the midfield, 
often as his request. I think the 
team really enjoyed having Charlie 
H around this year, playing to the 
full extent of his ability and really getting involved in 
games & training and improving immensely as a result.

#5 Tyler Worsley - somewhat a utility player for the team, “T” looked most 
comfortable at wide midfield or on the wing, where he could run at defenders 
or burst the game open with runs down the wing before crossing to the waiting 
strikers. He also seemed to have a habit of bobbing up and banging in a goal 
for the team, just when it was needed, getting on the score sheet quite a few 
times.

#6 Ben Sharp - managed to put in a full season of both training and games 
and really has benefitted from training and playing regularly. A more 
‘composed’ Ben in 2017 saw him become a reliable member of the team, 
mainly forward or midfield and he landed himself on the score-sheet a couple 
of times as well. My most memorable highlight of Ben though was when it was 
his turn in goals, in a game against the Gladiators. After a thundering shot 
came in, Ben managed to stretch full up and across to his right, somehow 
getting a hand to the ball and palming it out for a corner - a top drawer save in 
anyone’s book!
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#7 Ryan Gibson - a very talented player with a quick turn on the ball and 
strong running game. Usually deployed as either a back line defender or 
midfielder, Ryan can easily turn defence into attack and attack into a goal. 
Ryan along with Matty would also be high up on the team Golden Boot award 
and should also consider challenging himself in a Division 1 team in years to 
come.

#8 Finn Hyland - one half of the “FrankenFinn” duo, when I managed to get 
him up and going he again would play anywhere and give his all. I could never 
quite work out if he played better or worse if he was in a position next to 
Franki. Finn seems to really enjoy his soccer and the social aspect of playing & 
training with his mates and was a pleasure to again have in the team.

#9 Harry McGovern - one of our new players for season 2017, Harry seemed 
to slot into the team just nicely. I worked with Harry on his application to the 
game and consistency and the results are there for all to see; he has improved 
tremendously throughout the year. At the time of writing Harry hasn’t quite 
managed to get on the scoresheet yet, despite an average of a couple of good 
shots per game and I sincerely hope this is rectified by the end of the season.

#10 Jake Worsley - unofficial assistant coach of the team and always the first 
to come in and listen when I call the team in at training or games. Knows 
his stronger skills in the game and plays them to perfection, usually as the 
back-line centre back. Jake just seems to read the play well, times his tackles, 
distributes the ball well and on the rare occasion he is beaten in a play, his 
recovery and effort to get back in the game is second to none.

#11 Jack Campbell - newly nicknamed the ‘D9’ by his coach, “Jacko” has again 
been cutting swathes through games, especially when he winds up and hits top 
pace. Another player who plays his best soccer in defence at full back, despite 
his numerous requests to play midfield or up forward. Jacko will become an 
intimidating defender as they come - strong, solid, a HUGE kick and hopefully 
he will be working on adding towering headers to his game to make him the 
complete player.

#12 Franki Matthews - part two of the “FrankenFinn” duo, Franki developed 
into a quite zippy player this year, getting around the park quite a bit and 
making a menace of himself during games. He also managed to get himself 
on the scoresheet during the season, much to the delight of the coach and the 
team. Another player who just seems to love playing soccer and being with his 
team-mates.

#13 Mitchell Johnson - another new player to the Fire team this year, you 
could never seem to wipe the grin off his face. Whether he’s wearing a t-shirt 
in the freezing cold or gets hit in the face with an errant soccer ball, Mitchell 
always seems to be smiling. It’s been a pleasure to have Mitchell in the team 
and watch his improvement as a player from the start of the season up to now, 
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almost a completely different players and plays his best as a reliable defender.

#14 Jarrod Smith - played a few games early in the season for the Fire, before 
venturing off to try his hand at playing with the Division 1 Roar team. Came 
back for the NAIDOC week game against the Rockets, scoring to level the 
match (at the time).

#15 Ryan Pham - the last of our new players, Ryan is somewhat of a “Jack 
Russell” terrier of the team - he has boundless energy, is not afraid of anyone 
or anything when going for the ball and just goes and goes and goes. Ryan 
could always be relied upon to add some energy to the team when they were 
playing a bit flat and would regularly show up his more experienced team-
mates. A tough, gutsy player who will go a long way if he keeps playing and 
we’d love to keep him at Riverside.

Thanks again to Marcia for helping with scoring and running the subs on the 
regular occasion when I had to referee - usually the first half of games (to try & 
set the standard of refereeing for the game).

To our buddies from the U11 Roar who we trained with, and sometimes kept 
up with - thanks guys and thanks also for the opportunity for a few of the Fire 
players to join in your games, even if the joining in was a bit few & far between.

And lastly a huge thanks to the Fire boys from me - I pushed you a bit harder 
this year to which you generally responded. We also had to come up with a way 
of keeping everyone focussed at training, which seemed to work ok. Keep up 
the good work boys, whether you want to play a bit more seriously in years to 
come, or whether you just want to have a kick with your mates. On to bigger 
and better things next season, see you all in 2018.

U11 GLADIATORS JEREMY ATKINS & NAT BYRAM

This year I have had the pleasure of coaching the Gladiators for the first time 
and have been lucky to be given such a great team.

Most of the players in this team have stuck together throughout the years 
keeping their team together. With a great team spirit the existing players Taran 
Wickham, Seth Birch, Taj Barbour, Max Slater, Cooper Watson, Jayden Willis, 
and Noah Littlechild have welcomed new players Kobe Whitmore, Rhys Wilkin, 
Isabelle Lord, Zayden Deegan and Nichola Burgess to the team.

Although we have not had many wins this year, we have had a blast and the 
team have supported each other and brought together an amazing team spirit.
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All players have shown their dedication to the game and their special niche on 
the playing field.

I would like to thank my team and 
their parents for their support 
and help throughout this season. 
Looking forward to improving our 
skills and a successful rest of the 
season!!

Go Gladiators!!

U11 PREDATORS ADAM PHILLIPS 

How fortunate I was to be able to coach a great group of boys with an attitude to 
match.

The boys were placed into Div 1 after 
seeding rounds and stepping up 
from Div 2 last year we had Henri 
Bergamin, Lochie Harris, Bailey 
Kerrison and Tyler Phillips who 
joined last year’s Div 1 players Jesse 
Deans, Joeb Debman, Sam Hugo, 
Jack Stedman, Tristan Tabagari, Josh 
Vimpany and Ben Zandavar.

We were lucky to have 3 left footers 
on the team with Josh comfortable in 
defence and able to do big clear out 

kicks under pressure and great passes to teammates. 
Sam felt most at home in midfield and could take the ball deep into the corner 
putting it across to teammates in the box and under pressure would not give 
up. Henri was pushed forward this year and was able to cross the ball for some 
good conversions while also looking for opportunities in the box and when under 
pressure would drop back and help out.

Now the right footers, Jesse was best suited to defence with his speed and never 
give up attitude, he was comfortable taking on any forward that came close and 
was not afraid to push forward when the opportunity presented. Tristan was 
comfortable in defence and was prepared to take on any opposition player that 
was within range and given the chance his big clearance kick outs. Tyler again 
played mid field and was able to put the ball forward to create opportunities and 
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also push up forward to convert. On occasions he could also drop back when 
under pressure for clearances. Bailey has played both forward and defence this 
season using his speed in defence to shut down any forwards while up forward 
setting up for teammates and converting with some great crosses. Jack played 
most games up forward with his big crosses setting up many opportunities for 
his teammates to score while being the first one back to help out his defenders. 
Lochie played most games in attack with his big crosses setting up lots of 
chances while playing the whole ground after the ball and helping out defence. 
Ben likes playing on the wing and was always up for one on one challenge, taking 
the ball deep into the corner and coming out with the ball to set up many goals 
and score. Joeb has done a great job in goals with the number of shots he has 
saved and prepared to get dirty, He is finding his voice to control his defenders.

I am very proud of all the boys, especially their attitude on the ground and how 
they play their own game. They can hold their heads high knowing they have 
represented their club in the best possible way.

Big thanks to all parents that turn up week after week to support and cheer on 
the team in some adverse conditions.

U11 ROAR NIGEL FREESTONE 

The 2017 season saw a relatively unknown Roar team come 
together to play Div. 1 soccer and although in terms of 
results they didn’t have the best year, the boys never gave up 
and I could without doubt see improvement every week. A lot 
was asked of the boys, with most weeks only just having 
enough numbers to take the field with no subs, but to their 

credit they continued to hold their heads up through what was a very challenging 
season. The boys played some great games as a team and although the score 
sheet may not have shown a win, the number of close goals and opportunities 
counted as a win to me. 

Reece Binns - The quiet achiever. A solid defender and when a bit of 
encouragement was thrown his way you would really see him lift. Reece was very 
rarely beaten one on one and would either take control of the ball or force it wide 
and out of play to stop the opposition’s attack.

Tom Dawson - Our ever reliable centre back, who always listened to what I asked 
and put his all into every game. Tom would also love a run up forward when 
given the chance and always made the most of his opportunities.

Angus Morice - Usually ended up being our last line of defence but always 
managed to get a boot or body in the way, clearing the ball time and time again. 
When Angus wound up the right boot I knew the ball was coming out of defence 
in a hurry.
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Harry Rice - Started later into the season but quickly found his feet and slotted 
in nicely for his first season of soccer. Harry always followed instructions to the 
letter and wasn’t afraid to match it with some of his bigger opponents.

Lucas Freestone - Reliable left boot that played all over the ground. Lucas was 
very effective driving up the field at pace and looking for a pass into our forwards 
or shot at goals if given the opportunity but always pushed back when our 
defence was under pressure.

Fergus Simpson - A reliable player who can be put in any position and handle it 
with ease. Fergus read the play well and set up some well-constructed passes 
creating many scoring opportunities. Quiet nature but an extremely determined 
attitude.

PJ Clark - Gives his all and improved with every game, always pushed to every 
contest he could get to creating a presence all over the ground. Was never afraid 
to put his body on the line to get the ball.

Jarrod Smith - Moved teams this season to help out. He has been a key player in 
our side, always attacking the ball and creating opportunities down the ground. 
He’s the first player to put his hand 
up for keeper or to play any position 
that is asked of him.

Toby Harrop - An important part 
of our midfield with his pace and 
foot skills, was sorely missed mid-
season while holidaying. Off the ball 
Toby always pushed up the ground 
finding space and putting pressure 
on the oppositions’ defence.

Ben Hockey - Ben predominantly 
played forward and although 
opportunities were limited this season he always 
created great position and combined with his great foots skills was a valuable 
member of the team.

Thank you to the parents and players for your support throughout the season.

U11 ROCKETS TIM WEST 

It has been an absolute pleasure to coach a fantastic bunch of kids and be 
able to watch them develop into even better soccer players. This year we had 7 
originals and 5 new rockets that have all blended well into a well rounded team. 

As a first time coach it took a while to get my head around this coaching caper 
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but the kids still smile whether it is training, a win, draw or even a loss. It has 
been challenging to keep the kids interested at training in the beginning but after 
a couple of training sessions and listening to the kids we found a happy medium 
of learning and most importantly FUN.

Division 2 has suited the Rockets well this year and hopefully set them up 
enough to “rocket” into division 1 next year for even more fun.

A massive thanks ROFC for all the 
effort they put in and to all the 
great rocket parents for their help 
throughout the year with oranges, time 
keeping and scoring. Special mention 
to Todd for being there to referee 
which allowed me to concentrate on 
the kids more and help them.

Euan Best - New to the team this year 
Euan has burnt up the field with his 
blistering pace that unbelievably lasts 
the entire game. Whether he is in 

defense, midfield or forward he plays with confidence and gets the 
job done. Euan is just one of the “whole packages” in the team this year.

Lincoln Burrows - Another new member to the team this year but fitted in like 
a veteran. As the year has developed Lincoln has come into his own on the 
field with his persistence to get involved and push the ball forward. He has also 
scored a couple of great goals to top his year off.

Fletcher Felmingham - Fletcher came to the team during the seeding rounds to 
play with his older brother. It took a while for Fletcher to build up his confidence 
playing with older team members but has become a great team player wherever 
he is on the field. He loves getting into the middle of the action and always gives 
100%.

Kaleb Flanagan - Kaleb is not only a new addition to the team but it is also his 
1st year at soccer. He has taken to soccer extremely well. Kaleb is our main 
goal keeper and has won us a couple of games from his awesome saves. He not 
only saves goals but even scores them which makes him a very versatile team 
member.

Eli Grant - Eli has grown so much this year to become an integral part of the 
core team. He is a rock for us in defense or midfield which is where he loves 
playing. His strength and persistence drives the ball forward and allows him to 
weave past players. Eli always wills the ball forward and never gives up.

George Hudson - George’s strength this year has been his pressure. His soccer 
brain allows him to know when to apply pressure causing a turnover to which he 
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pounces on the ball to score a goal or clear defense. His decision making skills 
impress me more and more each time we play.

Liam Jones - Liam is yet another new team member that has astounded us with 
his soccer skills. Liam is suited to the midfield or defense. Whenever Liam gets 
the ball the play seems to go into slow motion as he has poise with the ball and 
always seem to have heaps of time to set up the play and pass the ball with 
ease.

Bob Matthews - Bob is the team’s reliable left footer who flourishes in all 
positions but is suited to the midfield or forward. His ability to run the lines and 
get the team into an attacking position is awesome. Bob has great instinct for 
where to be on the field and will excel even more with years to come.

Henry Routley - Henry is the main defender in our team. He plays there every 
week because the defense is where his passion lies. Soccer seems to come easy 
with Henry, his ability to read the play and know when to clear the ball or pass 
it always sets up the play. Henry is poised to be a great leader and captain one 
day if he wishes.

Angus Scott - Angus has been a great leader this year for the Rockets. He 
has great desire to help his team mates which shows in how he plays. His 
persistence and strength is awesome. He also has a calming effect on the 
players which helps the team be better when under pressure. It is great to watch 
him grow into the leader that he will become one day.

Mitchell West - Mitchell has a great ability to run up and down the ground all 
day. He works extra hard to always be in a dangerous position on the ground. 
His skill has improved greatly this year which combined with being in the right 
spot at the right time has made setting up and scoring goals easier. Mitchell is a 
fantastic team player.

Hamish Whatley - Hamish has extended his soccer skill and knowledge to 
become an even better striker of the ball. Many a game has been decided by 
his sublime foot skills which has made him the team’s number 1 striker. He 
is always in the thick of the game and helps the team wherever it is needed. 
Hamish has a very bright future in soccer ahead of him.

U11 SCORPIONS GLENN BATE

This year, the Scorpions had a great season in division 3 with some very 
exciting games. We had some very talented players join us and once they 
learned how to stick to their positions they played very well together. This will 
be my last year coaching. It’s been challenging but very rewarding to see so 
many improve.

So, who were the Scorpions this year?
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2. Pat Brown - the smiling assassin. No matter what Pat was doing on the field, 
from attacking down the wing or defending through the middle, Pat had a 
smile on his dial. And with ball skills like his, he had lots to smile about!

3. Cooper Peverell - Last year Cooper 
was only interested in defence. Full 
back. But this year, Cooper made an 
appearance or 5 in the forward line 
and so very nearly scored a few times. 
He’s dedicated, willing and was a great 
asset to the team once again.

4. Zac Buckingham - Zac was a great 
addition to the team this year and 
his ability to defend well was quickly 
identified and put to good use. Zac 
also has a powerful kick and can clear 
the ball with little effort.

5. Mitchell Orr - Another newby to the team, Mitchell is our Energiser bunny 
who just keeps on going, and going, and going! There’s no end to his energy 
and enthusiasm. With good foot skills to go with his energy, Mitchell was 
dynamite regardless of what position he was supposed to be playing!

6. Ben Filleul - This guy is the quiet achiever who has improved so much this 
season. His skills really have developed and he takes on the game with so 
much passion. It really has been great to see how much he has grown as a 
player this season.

7. William Slater - William was once again our scoring forward, waiting readily 
for that pass through so he could snag yet another goal for his ever-growing 
tally. And watching his celebratory dance is always worth it!

8. Oliver (G.O.G.G.O-mobile) Geoghegan - Despite never turning up to training 
(he states he has swimming that day!) Ollie is another rocket with so much 
speed and skills to match. His passing and unselfish play is one of the reasons 
why the team has improved so much this year…or is it because he trains with 
the Dinos?

9. Lochie Plunkett - The youngest in the team, Lochie’s age certainly wasn’t 
noticed on the field and his high-level skills were often confusing and beating 
the opposition, resulting in goals. 

10. Liam Bate - Although Liam played goalie a lot, that didn’t stop him from 
having goalie-runs. He’s a bit of a whip and happy in either defence or attack, 
and is not afraid to head the ball if given the opportunity!

11. Ryder White - Ryder is William’s wingman, or is the other way around, and 
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the 2 are often seen attacking/loitering in the forward line waiting to pounce. 
He attacks the ball with great intensity which often results in goals. 

15. Andrew Kingston - Probably the most improved player on the team, 
Andrew’s enthusiasm on-field was definitely noticeable. He didn’t hold back on 
the field and his confidence increased immensely as the season went on. He 
was even willing to have a go in goals.

16. Josiah Hargrave - Josiah is not afraid of getting in amongst the action with 
his fast and furious style. Despite his size, Josiah is the team’s ninja warrior 
and darts between opposition when he can.

U11 VIXENS RICHARD REILLY

The Vixens are an all-girl team playing in the U11 Mixed Roster, in Division 3. A 
recent push by FFT has encouraged clubs to look at fielding all-girl teams in an 
effort to boost girl’s participation. The Vixens are a mix of experienced players 
and first time players. They are a great group of girls and have shown amazing 
determination, team spirit and positive, can-do attitudes. They have worked 
incredibly well in their first year together. Their willingness to play on with 
determination and resilience, against, (in most instances), all-boy, same-age 
teams (whatever the score) has been an absolute credit to them. 

Marlea Ewart: This is Marlea’s 
first year playing soccer. She has 
improved dramatically throughout 
the season, constantly attacking the 
ball, always running and having a 
go. Her speed is a major bonus and 
she is never afraid to take on the 
opposition whatever their size. And 
always smiling! 

Maycee Flood: Another player who 
has improved across the season, 
Maycee plays well in the forward 

as well as in the middle and is always willing to give a new position a try. 
Her awesome efforts to improve her ball skills and dribbling have led to her 
improved confidence all round.

Kiera Gabbedy: Passionate about being a goalie from the very start, Kiera isn’t 
afraid of the opposition and always positions herself well in goals. A regular at 
RO goalie training Kiera is always wanting to learn and improve. Her bright and 
happy attitude means Kiera never drops her head in such a tough position.

Shelby Griffiths: A great reader of the play, Shelby is a strong defender with a 
positive attitude. Her kick has increased in strength across the season and her 
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experience has helped others around her. She likes to have a run with the ball, 
driving it away from the opposition and toward goal.

Charlotte Lambeth: First year player, starting off as team goalie, Charlotte has 
progressed to a defensive position where her long kick and throw ins are put 
to good use. She has worked hard to improve throughout the season and she 
shows a great willingness to learn and improve.

Lola Mateos-King: Despite several weeks sidelined with a cast on her arm, 
Lola brings excellent foot skills to the team as well as an ability to take on the 
opposition and backs herself to drive down the field. A confident defender, Lola 
is willing to back herself and take on the opposition.

Alella Parer-Wong: After a few years away from soccer, Alella has returned 
with an amazing, determined attitude and a willingness to learn and improve 
and has done this beautifully, displaying accurate passing and always looks for 
good opportunities. She has had a great season.

Lingitha Ponnusamy: Throughout the season Lingitha has displayed excellent 
ball skills and has grown in confidence as a player. She works well with the 
players around her both in the forward and in the middle. She loves to take on 
the opposition and loves to run with the ball.

Riley Price: A first year player, Riley has had a terrific season. She shows a 
great willingness to listen and learn, and shows her determination and ability 
on the field at all times. Loves to play in the middle where she can run all day. 
Always showing a great positive attitude, a great first season!

Matilda Reilly: A regular goal scorer, Matilda has grown in confidence this 
season. Happy to take on the opposition and run with the ball and has shown a 
growing awareness of opportunities around goal. She is happy to put her hand 
up and go goalie at any opportunity. Always determined. 

Amelia Wing: A strong defender who works tirelessly in the back line, Amelia 
is strong and determined. Her strong kick and confident ball skills make her 
invaluable and her throw-ins are equally impressive. She is always positive and 
encouraging to her team mates. 

A huge thank you to David, (Maycee’s dad), who has refereed nearly every 
game and often entire games. 

Thanks also to the scorers.

Thanks to the parents who have shown a great amount of support in all 
weather and for encouraging the girls to get involved. These girls are a great 
sign for the future of girl’s football at Riverside Olympic FC. 
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UNDER 13 

U13 FALCONS DARRIN DE WIT

The U13 mixed Falcons came out of the blocks from the start of the year. It 
took a little time to settle throughout the seeding rounds, through having a few 
new team mates and having to play in different roles. The team played well 
during these rounds, having a few good games allowing for individual talents to 
rise and team positions to form. Leading to a good solid season on the park. 
It was great to see everyone wanting to give their best and having fun playing 
soccer. The way they played was in the way they trained, they always turned 
up, trained hard and had fun (could be called mucking around by a few). The 
Falcons growth was also helped along the way by their parents and supporters, 
cheering hard along the side lines, there week in and out, some clad in heavy 
jackets, boots and sharing umbrellas, coffee in hand hoping upon all hopes 
that the Falcons would come away with the chocolates. Thanks to Richard 
Burnham, Hilly and Damien Griffiths for their tactical support throughout the 
season.

This is the team on the field.

Broc Gabbedy: Broc is the youngest 
in the team just in his fifth year at 
school, and shows great skills as 
a player. Going up against some 
kids that looked old enough to vote 
shows courage. He is a key position 
player, playing last year as a goal 
scoring midfielder but this year 
has progressed and was placed 
as the sweeper. In this position he 
is Mr Reliable. Being the sweeper 
isn’t easy, but he does a great job, reading the play well and calling the shots 
in defence. Never subbed off a key to our defence and forward moves.

Annique Ellis: Annique is a fantastic player, she has no fear and is at the heart 
of our team. She never gives up, she is the best tackler on the park, I don’t 
think I saw her lose a tackle or if she did she would get it straight back. You 
would think she had leather poisoning after the game, she had that much of 
it. She can run all day in the midfield and does half of all the throw ins, sub 
her off to your peril, there is no replacement on the team, a true all round 
defensive and goal scoring midfielder is hard to find.

Beau Quick: Beau has such a great skill, he trained and played hard honing his 
natural raw talent in only his first year of playing. I am amazed at how well he 
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can play, along with the spectators. He has high expectations on himself, he’s 
his only critic. I think Beau could visualize playing before he played, because 
Beau could do a ‘rainbow’ and score from a corner before the season started. 
Having kicked some 18 goals part way through the season, to put him up front 
was an easy decision. It was great watching him play there were numerous 
highlights. 

Harvey Bender: Harvey is the fastest player on the team, he used his pace 
and skill to help hold the defence together in his role at left back. What is good 
about Harvey is he was our biggest improver, he never gives up. This is just 
what a good team needs, second efforts in defence. He’s a good tackler, with 
his pace other team strikers didn’t have a chance on the left, he played his role 
really well.

Alexander Caie: Alex can play any position and was used as a utility player, 
although playing up front is his natural position. He had amassed some 13 
goals with two hat tricks part way through the season. Every minute he spent 
on the sideline, he was like a Caged Tiger, pacing waiting for his chance on the 
park. He’d come out with fresh legs and take them apart. If you need someone 
to give you a goal and play in defence in the same game Alex is your man. His 
vision and skill gave us plenty of highlights from the sideline. 

Salvador DeMichiel Burnham: Salvador played on the left wing, he has a 
natural right boot but this never troubled Salvy. Staying wide, taking on the 
defenders and getting the ball across was just a walk in the park, he also 
scored a hat trick during a game and almost another later in the year. Salvador 
is a really skilful player, not too many wingers on their non proffered would 
you ever expect to do so well. His dribbling and passing, moving through 
oppositions defence on his wing was really something to see.

Breanna Griffiths: Breanna was fearless in the middle with a big ticker to 
match, taking on all that came her way. She is a big part of the team and 
plays her role well, she can run all day and does half of all throw-ins. She is 
a fantastic tackler and has great foot skills allowing her to control the centre. 
Always giving her best effort and with her skill and determination makes her a 
key position player every team needs.

Jacob Hargrave: Jacob is a utility player, a real asset for the team, he can 
play on the wing, midfield or up front. He’s not scared to take the opposition 
on, which has seen him score a couple of great goals. He has excellent ball 
skills and is sometimes subbed on just after the game has started to make an 
impact on the game. Filling in holes, watching opposition players, or giving the 
Falcons a bit more firepower up front. Its great watching him play he always 
gives his all to the team.

Willem de Wit: Willem was fixated on doing goalie runs again this year, but also 
mastered a goalie dance to stay warm, whilst the action was thankfully at the 
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other end. He has taken this position on this year, it takes courage to slide at a 
striker’s feet. Willem is turning into a solid and tough keeper who always tries 
his best, saving many goals. A real last man standing.

Xavier Huizenga: Xavier is solid and reliable with an accurate longgggg kick at 
centre midfield. His kicking has been hard and effective against oppositions, he 
does everything from denting their attacks, (by hitting it back over their heads), 
all the goal kicks, to setting up forward plays. He has also kicked 6 long range 
goals and is also using his size in the later part of the season to head in 3 
absolutely fantastic goals from corner kicks, a rare thing to see in a young 
player. A must have player in every side.

Damien Jamieson: Damien is a clinical-take-them-on striker, that scores often 
in his forward moves. He definitely knows where the net is, his skill and vision 
see him confuse defences and score many goals, including 5 in one match 
and 3 hat tricks in others, it is great to watch him up front. The team and 
spectators would just lift when he was on the move, hearts in mouth wondering 
if he’d add to the score or set someone up in front. Damien’s efforts up front 
are no fluke, having scored some 25 goals to date, he’s always at training 
working on his craft, and it’s an easy decision to play him upfront. 

Daniel Hawkins: Daniel is a utility player and does a fantastic job wherever he 
is placed. He always puts in, listens and trains hard. His pace and size make it 
hard for other teams to match him. He does his best work in the midfield, but 
has played really great team roles in the defence as a back man and once as 
sweeper. Daniel is a first year player and has already a presence on the field. 
I think he causes defences all sorts of headaches when he stands in the goal 
square waiting for the cross, a big part of the team.

Jared Matson: Jared is a fantastic defensive player, for the Falcons. Never 
takes his eye off the ball, even if the rain has fogged his glasses up. He’s 
always trying hard to keep the forwards out, with some great second efforts 
down his side at right back. He gets it and kicks it long, to a teammate or puts 
it out, playing his role well for the team. He’s always at training trying hard, 
and this determined effort has made him a big improver throughout the year, 
showing his worth in the last line.

Izayah Gerke: Izayah our final player and one of our best, played on the right 
wing. A player with fantastic ball skills, staying wide and taking on defenders to 
get the ball across. He was outstanding in not just his role, but in scoring goals 
getting 2 in one game and scoring 4 in other games, this is an outstanding 
effort for a winger. His speed, foot skills and scoring ability makes him a very 
potent winger, a must have winger to our side.

What a great year it’s been, a bunch of kids from 5 different schools to form 
the Falcons. As their coach I was really impressed with the way they handled 
themselves, they all came to training, listen to field instructions, and fulfilled 
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their team roles. They are a well balanced team, all having their own individual 
parts to play, and play they did with spades of Guts and Determination, 
wanting to give their best for the team and show the skill they have together on 
the park. The hard work has paid off for them, seeing them play outstandingly 
throughout the year. Giving their parents and supporters plenty of highlights, 
Hopefully they will remember this time in years to come.

U13 OCELOTS JASON JONES

12 - Rupert Rathbone

7 - Jack Manix-Geeves (C)

11 - Riley Parker

16 - John Gray

2 - Ethan Baird

13 - Mac Mitchell

8 - Archie Wise

10 - Floyd Jones

4 - Max Jordan

 

9 - Keegan Crothers

14 - Nic Lord

6 - Evan Gregson

3 - Samuel Esson

A new team for 2017 made up of old faces and a few new, including me to 
coaching. It took a few games early on to get our eye in, but then the strength 
of teamwork shone through. Jack wore 
the Captain’s armband with pride and 
he has earnt the respect of the team. 
Our Saturday warmup routine started 
with jogging with Jack and Riley’s 
reliable stretches and was a good way 
for the team to come together and 
enjoy the pre-match routine.

The strength of the Ocelots grew with 
every game and the boys were lucky 
to have both Rupert and John as 
goalies. A game can be won or lost 
on how many goals get through. The 
saves John and Rupert made were outstanding, as was evidenced by 
the comments from spectators (parents and friends) as ‘oh no’ he won’t be 
able to save this… Then the applause as Rupert and John’s ability to keep the 
ball safe was great to watch, well done boys.

Our goalies were supported by a strong defense of Archie, Sam and Keegan. 
Their ability to slow down the attack and drive the attack wide of the goal was 
a joy to watch and was greeted by applause. If under serious pressure, their 
ability to kick the ball to the side and allow time for reinforcements became 
second nature. Keegan, Sam and Archie’s moving their opponents up to the 
halfway mark was key to ensuring the Ocelots team formation was able to drive 
the ball up into our attacking half. A proud coach moment right there. Well 
done Sam, Archie, and Keegan.

With the Ocelot’s defense in good hands the midfielders of Nick, Ethan, Floyd 
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and Jack was never in doubt. Their work to control the game and send a through 
ball for the forwards to run onto was calculated and enacted with precision. 
Their work to pass the ball around was a tactic the Ocelots used to keep the 
opposition guessing. Once they sent the forwards on their way, they followed 
through to support and send the ball back into the square if the opposition’s 
defenders managed to get a touch on the ball.

Our forwards, Evan, Mac, Riley, and Max put their speed and ball skills to good 
use and capitalise on the efforts of the whole team to set them up in a scoring 
position (good job defense and midfielders). On approach to goal a quick look 
up to view the goalies position made sure the goals would be no easy save for 
our opposition. 

From our early games, we quickly learnt that teamwork is the key to success 
in football, regardless of the results, working as a team always meant we 
could leave Churchill Park knowing we played well as a team and that’s all that 
matters. If we were beaten, we knew the opposition played well as a team also. 

Thank you to all for assisting with timekeeping, orange duties and helping out on 
Tuesday training.

3, 2, 1, Ocelots

U13 ROVERS  
PETER FILLERY, ANDREW PEVERELL & IAN HIPPERSON JNR

The Rovers focus this year has been to learn how to play in position and play as 
a team. This is a skill that has developed over the year. The Rovers are a blend 
of old and new players - so it has taken time to establish themselves as a team, 
but at each and every stage they have displayed courage, commitment and 
sportsmanship. 

The Rovers would firstly like to say a huge Thankyou to Peter (Mogga) Fillery and 
Ian Hipperson Jnr for coaching our team this season. Without your involvement 
in the team in terms of instructions and training and the volunteering of your 
time - the Rovers would not have achieved what they have this year. Especially 
with Peter off for many weeks unwell, thank you Ian for stepping up and leading 
the boys. The Rovers are developing as a team and should see great success in 
the coming years.

We would like also to say thank you to our very vocal and supportive team 
manager Andrew Peverell and all our parents who have supported us this year.

The Rovers have had a year that has shown great signs of improvement and 
development. Each player’s ability to listen to instructions and to work together 
as a team has contributed to a successful season. All players should be 
extremely proud of the way in which their skills and abilities have developed over 
the year. The respect that they have shown towards the game, opposition teams, 
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umpires and parents during the year has also been commendable. The Rovers 
are a team that never give up despite being behind. The Rovers team consists 
of:

Tom Crack: Tom has been a great asset in the forward line. He became a 
danger in the forward line and created many of the Rovers scoring 
opportunities. His ability to take on the defence has been commendable. He 
uses his physical strength to great effect on the field and has become a 
specialist striker with his long and powerful kicks. Well done Tom!

Hunter Peverell: Hunter played both 
in the midfield and defence this year; 
he has a very powerful kick that 
is capable of clearing the ball into 
attacking advantage for our team. 
Hunter has been eager to learn and 
improve his skills as a player. He 
has used his size in defence to his 
advantage and is developing the 
confidence to tackle players for the 
ball. Well done Hunter!

Noah Whatley: Noah has been the 
Rovers specialist goalkeeper this year and 

has grown in this role. Noah focussed on kicking out from the goals and really 
developed his skills in this area. He made many great saves and should be 
proud of the efforts he made this year. Well done Noah!

Callum West: Callum has been a fantastic addition to the Rovers team this 
year. Callum has played in defence and given 100% to every game and training 
session. Callum is learning to read the play and developing the confidence to 
take players on and then deliver the ball to his team’s advantage. Callum has 
gone from strength to strength this year. Well done Callum!

Joel Buckingham: Joel has been in the midfield this year and has shown huge 
improvements in his ability to tackle the opposition for the ball and this has 
seen him grow in confidence. Joel always puts in a great effort both at training 
and on game day. Well done Joel!

Jim Jordan: Jim is a very versatile player, who has been capable of playing in 
all positions. Jim is a fierce competitor and seems to have a running engine 
that never ends. Jim has been capable of supporting both the forward and 
backline. He is a real team player. Well done Jim!

F’Romsa Grant: F’Romsa played in the midfield this year. He showed great 
improvement in his foot skills and in his confidence and ability to take on 
the opposition. He consistently worked hard around the ball and to make it a 
challenge for the opposition. Well done F’Romsa!
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Oliver Bonney: Oliver is the Rover’s new “General” in the backline. He reads 
the play extremely well and is capable of directing other players around him. 
He leads by example and has been a true competitor in the backline, making 
it difficult for the opposition. His confidence has grown throughout the season 
and his attitude toward the game is outstanding. Win or lose, Oliver always 
gives 100%. Well done Oliver!

Reuben Davey-Perry: As a first year player, Reuben has excelled. Playing 
mainly in the forward line and midfield, Rueben was a hard worker in the 
midfield providing drive into the forward line. He has solid skills which really 
gave the midfield and forward line a lift this season. Well done Reuben!

Toby Fensom: Toby was a new recruit to the Rovers this season. He was a 
welcome addition to the backline, his size and speed proved a great barrier in 
our defence line. Toby worked hard on his skills and attacked every game with 
drive and determination. Well done Toby!

Samuel Grant: Sam was a new addition to the Rovers team this year and is 
often referred to as “smiley” on the field. Sam is the happiest player, but do 
not underestimate his size or skills. Sam has the ability run rings around most 
players and NEVER gives in. Well done Sam!

Ashwin Rowe: Ashwin is a new addition to the Rovers and played the majority 
of the season in the midfield. Ashwin showed good ball skills. He helped 
provide drive through the midfield. Well Done Ashwin!

Harley Hipperson: Harley has played in the midfield this year and is always 
putting in a great effort at training and on game day. His confidence in his 
ability to take the ball from players has grown. He was able to put pressure on 
the opposition which created opportunity for the Rovers. Well done Harley!

Fletcher Sherriff: Joined the Rovers late in the season and soon proved to be 
an asset. He has given speed and endurance to our wings. In the short time 
he has been with the Rovers he has shown continued improvement in his skill 
development. Well done Fletcher! 

Oliver Gourlay: Oliver plays mostly in the forward line. He has the ability 
to take the game on and create many scoring chances for teammates and 
himself. “Ogi” as the boys nick named him, has displayed great ball skills. He 
has the ability to read the play this year has evolved which has led to many 
goals being scored by him. Well Done Oliver!

U13 SCORCHERS SASHA WONG

Sitting quietly and patiently in my cave on the mountainside, I waited.

Days passed, then weeks and months without a word.
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As I waited, the grass grew thick and lush.

Then, at the opening of the cave, 14 travellers arrived in unison. Already battle 
hardened, but restless from the lull in action. They were anxious. You could tell 
they knew each other well. Words were not needed between them. A mere shift 
of the eyes indicated years of camaraderie and understanding. 

Yet months of inactivity had left them all on edge. Not knowing what to expect 
on new battlefields, fingers and toes began to twitch.

Be calm I urged them. “Tests will come, all you need do is wait”. I returned to 
my meditation

“But we cannot wait” they began to plead. “We need action! We crave action”

I uncrossed my legs, stood, stretched, tightened the grip on the pebble in my 
hand, breathed deep, looked them each deeply in the eyes and said,”then let 
us begin”

Fortunately, for them training began in the heat of the end of Summer. The 
sweat of comparatively lazy days being washed away by plenty of hard work 
and running. 

The Scorchers had finished 2016 on a high as league winners of division 3 in 
the under 13s and there was anticipation of more of the same in 2017. When 
the seedings rounds commenced, it was almost as though last season had not 
ended and we were just where we were when we left for the heat of summer. 
Hopes and expectations were high and the scorchers were comfortable victors 
of all their pre-season matches.

The season began in promising form with yet another victory. However, the 
following weeks provided a succession of disappointing and very close defeats. 
However just when it seemed that the season would prove to be a strict 
learning experience without significant joy, the McDonald’s Cup came to the 
rescue with good games and victories re-invigorating the squad. 

At the time of writing, the scorchers have qualified for the grand final of this 
seasons McDonalds Cup, guaranteeing some amount of silverware for the club 
for the second season in a row. Even more gratifying, considering that last year, 
despite winning the league, the scorchers were knocked out of the cup in the 
very first round.

But who are these brave souls, these young men, so desirous of the challenge 
of competition. To test themselves in the middle of winter, through howling 
wind and driving rain. Is it the personal challenge? Is it the thrill of competition 
itself? Is it the applause from the sidelines? What drives them on?
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Perhaps the best way to understand them is to introduce them. Allow me to 
introduce them to you.

Sam Goss has turned a potential season 
on the sidelines due to injury into one 
where he was an ever present player. 
Over the last few seasons of play, Sam 
has learnt to face danger more directly, 
to face and overcome adversity. Sam 
found very early this season that he 
could not contribute to the team as 
he had done in previous seasons due 
to injury, but he would still attend 
training and every game and wanted to 
participate. As he was unable to run, 
Sam took up position in goal and this 
year has made the position his own.Sam’s development in playing ability and 
bravery has been a wonder to behold this year. Each year that Sam and I have 
worked together I have seen him improve, and this year has been no exception.

Will Hugo remains the quiet achiever of the squad, always willing to listen and 
learn, always ready to apply himself to whatever task is set for him. Will moved 
out of his predominantly defensive role of the last couple of seasons into a 
more attacking midfield position. He eased into his new adventure as if he 
were putting on an old familiar pair of slippers. Add to that a strong contender 
for the goal of the season and it would be hard to think that Will had not had 
yet another brilliant year.

Geremie Antypas this year has developed into the rock upon which the 
scorchers have built their home. Comfortable in the heart of defence, 
Geremie’s greatest development this year has been to find his voice. Although 
it has sometimes taken a little prompting, Geremie has been learning to take 
charge of and organise his defensive unit around him. Leadership skills are 
encouraged within the group, communication and leading by example are the 
attributes of the young men that carry the moniker of Scorcher. It is fair to say 
that Geremie is a perfect example of these skills in development.

Tullius Mateos-King has improved since last year, further enhancing his 
position in the team’s defence. The physical nature of Tully’s game has 
developed significantly over the last few months. Gone is the the mild primary 
school student that would occasionally struggle in physical struggles with 
larger opponents. In his place stands a virtual colossus, borne of Steel, and 
thankfully not prone to rust -especially when our winter weather is taken into 
consideration

Lachlan Deboer-Adlard, also in the heart of defence has become far more 
decisive this season. But far from focusing on defence alone, Lachlan is equally 
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at home while attacking along the left wing. Lachlan also has a calm and 
steadying attitude about the way that he plays that assures his team mates. 
It is also fair to say that sometimes he seems so relaxed that there are heart 
palpitations amongst those on the sidelines. That being said, there is never any 
doubt as to Lachlan’s application to the tasks at hand. 

Kyle Loone has been a regular player for the Scorchers and the teams’ earlier 
inceptions for the last seven years. Unfortunately, last year Kyle suffered a 
season ending injury very early into the season. So this year, hopes were high 
for Kyle to make up for lost time by taking this season by the scruff of the 
neck. But within a couple of weeks, it soon became evident that ongoing foot 
problems were once again going to bring Kyle’s season to an abrupt halt. Kyle 
has returned to training in the last month of the season, and we all hope to be 
able to ease him back into the squad, and return to the flying wing role that we 
all remember him playing with such aplomb.

In Kyle’s absence, Roley McCausland has stepped into the left wing back role 
and made it his own. Roley began the season flying, and he continued to soar 
over the following months. A personal delight to any coach is to see a player 
develop understandings of the game and the nature of play and a desire to 
learn. Most gratifying is watching him learn how to analyse how opposition 
players try to use space and how to exploit the gaps they leave in the field. 
Roley has had a wonderful season indeed. 

In the right back position, we have had one of our new players, Jake Foster. 
This was Jake’s first season of real football after years of exposure to that 
rather odd game of Rugby League. Thankfully, Jake learnt how to tackle quickly 
and to use a ball that is actually round. Jake has boundless energy and an 
inquisitive nature that makes him a definitive personality within the team. 
Another very important aspect that Jake brought to the team was culture. Jake 
is of Aboriginal heritage and we were fortunate to have a NAIDOC ceremony 
before our game that round and some of our local elders were able to speak to 
the team and Jake then proceeded to mark the players with ochre. This was a 
very important event for the team. I’d like to think that we are developing young 
men and women and not just footballers. Thank you Jake for bringing this 
important contribution to the team as well as your own contribution.

Angus Purtell can sometimes present as somewhat of a quandary. I 
sometimes wonder if there is any position that I can ask Angus to play where 
it won’t look as though he has played there for his whole life. Starting the 
season in midfield, Angus had to switch to the right back position after Jake 
suffered a nasty head injury (not during a game I should add). Having a player 
with that much energy and speed who can play almost anywhere on the 
field is invaluable. Angus also has a wonderful eye for goal and a great sense 
for positional play. If that isn’t good enough for you, he also applies himself 
regularly in training helping his team mates to extend and improve themselves.
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Callum Ollerenshaw typifies much about 13 year olds, tall, athletic, limbs 
everywhere. Callum runs almost everywhere on the field making it difficult 
for opposition players to keep tabs on him before he turns up in a completely 
different area of the pitch to harass annoy and embarrass yet another player. 
With a desire to “get on the ball” Callum will chase down the play into every 
corner of the field. You can tell with Callum when we are playing on slightly 
larger pitches as he is completely exhausted at full time. 

Arden Parer-Wong, if you were to play against him would cause you to get 
angry. He can control the ball and tackle, dispossess the opposition and take 
a beautiful shot at goal. Worse still, if you put extra players in a position to 
mark him, he would delight in little passes of the ball, just out of the reach of 
the opposition, he can be infuriating. He also sets high standards for himself, 
discussing with me after the game things that he believes he could have done 
differently or better. Strong going forward and excellent in the tackle, Arden is 
definitely the sort of player that you are grateful to have on your own team and 
not have to play against.

Chris Stevenson was the second player to join the Scorchers this season. Chris 
meshed perfectly with the team, having been a classmate of most of the team 
for many years meant that there was already an understanding between him 
and a number of the team. Chris has a devastating shot off his right foot, he is 
fast, and he wants to get better and better. Chris’ only source of frustration has 
been turning those shots into goals. I truly hope that Chris continues to take 
those shots and keeps the confidence to know that the goals will come. 

William Bates has for the last few years been a major source of goals for the 
Scorchers, but playing mainly out on the right wing his pace has allowed him 
to get around defenders and unleash a vicious shot. For periods of this year 
however, Will suffered a series of foot injuries (are you seeing a trend for this 
season’s injuries?) and as a result, he had to move into a slightly less mobile 
position at the head of the attack yet still take advantage of his ability to find the 
back of the net. With a couple of weeks off games due to holidays and/or match 
cancellations, Will hopefully will end the season as strong as he started it.

Last and by no means least, Ryan Smith is one player that you can see is an 
out and out striker. He is also one of our smallest players. What is so refreshing 
in this situation is that Ryan understands that he is shorter than most of the 
people that he plays against, so being able to play the ball in the air should be 
his greatest weakness. It is also his greatest source of goals and some of his 
most spectacular efforts. If you can identify your weaknesses and turn those 
into your most devastating weapons, then you can turn this process to any 
facet of life

Being a member of the Scorchers is more than just being a member of a 
football team. It’s more than being with your friends. It’s more than developing 
new skills. It’s more than having new experiences and learning about new 
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things that you can take you through the years to come. It’s more than basking 
in the roar of the supporters. It’s more than developing physical strength, it’s 
more than developing emotional strength. It’s more than the sum of its parts.

Thank you to all the players who have made this season so memorable. 
Thank you to the parents for your support through the season. Thank you for 
your cheers, thank you for the half time oranges. Thank you to the Purtells’, 
the Hugos, Gerald Bates and Evan Ollerenshaw for your help throughout the 
season during training and looking after the team while I was away, and for so 
much more.

Thank you to the club and the NTJSA for giving us the opportunities to show 
what the Scorchers can do. Go Scorchers!

By the way, I still have the pebble in my hand.

U13 STARS DALE COLGRAVE

This year the Under 13 Stars team were quite a new looking team. The club 
decided at the start of the year to have tryouts for the Div 1 team. Wayne 
Penfold helped me out at the trials and then I went on to coach the team for 
the year. We had a great turnout with 30+ boys turning up at the selections. 
The Stars team for this season was Josh Belbin, Tom Bergamin, Brady 
Colgrave, Henry Davis, Josh Harris, Evan Harrop, Zac Hartley, Matt Hill, Tom 
Knowles, Connor O’Shea, Will Prince, Toby Simeoni, Adam Walker, Campbell 
Young and Fletcher Young. 

Div 1 team training and games 
were stepped up on what most of 
the boys were most likely used to 
in previous years. We focussed on 
proper warm up drills, stretching, 
fitness and speed drills, game day 
situations and most importantly 
focussed on team work, team 
mates, talking and tactical play. 

Most of the boys were already 
set in their playing positions but 
this new look team had to get used to their new 
teammates because only 3-4 boys had played together in previous years. We 
started the season off slowly and not quite gelling together as a team. But as 
the year went on and each player got used to all their new teammates, the 
results started going our way. The team work, skills, talking and comradery 
with all of them has been terrific and a pleasure to see as they have grown to 
be a very competitive team. 
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Considering the first time they played the Patriots, they all had given up hope 
at training on the Thursday before the game, thinking that they were going 
to get smashed. This disbelief showed on the Saturday and they did get 
smashed (in their terms). This had come down to their attitude. But as the year 
progressed their self-belief has grown. Hopefully when we all read this at the 
end of the year, we may be McDonald Cup Champions???? . Which would prove 
to them that you can beat any team on any given day. 

Congratulations to Tom B, Will, Toby, Josh, Connor and Adam for making the 
U13 Northern Rep team this Year. Also to Toby for making the State U13 Team. 
A great achievement by you all. 

I hope you have all enjoyed this year and I see you back in 2018 to start 
training again for the upcoming season. As a team you have a bright future if 
you all stick together. Talking, Teamwork, Team Mates make a great TEAM.

Special thanks to my Match Manager for the year Richard Young, Assistant 
Training Coach Michael Harris and The Hill Family for the half time Oranges 
and after game lollies…Also a thankyou to all the parents, grandparents, 
brothers, sisters, cousins and anyone else who came and supported us through 
the year. I hope you enjoyed watching them play and witnessing the progress 
they made as a team throughout the season.

Looking forward to seeing you all in 2018…

JUNIOR GIRLS

U13 JETS RICHARD REILLY

Last year, due to a lack of junior girls teams, the Jets Junior 
Girls team had a positive and challenging season playing in the 
Boys under 13 competition in div 3. This year, the NTJSA have 
re-created the Junior Girl’s competition, featuring 4 teams. 

Despite losing 8 players from last year’s side (5 to Senior Girls) 
and gaining 6 new team members (Jakayla Battese, Chelsea 

Bezemer, Brooklyn Knight, Emilie Munting, Alex Ritchie, Abby Whitmore), the 
Jets have proven themselves to be a dominant, well oiled side.

Any team would be completely stoked to go through a season undefeated. 
At this stage, this is looking a real possibility. It’s only round 12 and the girls 
have amassed a grand total of 100 goals, with only 9 goals scored against. In 
the McDonald’s Cup the girls defeated Westside Devils (6-0) in the Semi Final 
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to progress to the Grand Final against Northern Rangers which will be played 
later in the season.

Jakayla Battese: In her first year playing for Riverside, Jakayla has developed 
into a strong and confident defender, with a turn of speed that enhances her 
already solid ball skills and great spatial awareness. Jakayla also plays on 
Friday nights for the RO Senior Girls Phoenix. She has also been selected in the 
NTJSA U13 Girls Rep team.

Chelsea Bezemer: One of our 
youngest players, Chelsea plays 
with quiet determination and 
skill. A reliable midfielder, she is 
always looking to better the ball, 
a highlight being the scorer of the 
opening goal of the season. She 
shows real natural talent and has 
a bright future with RO. Formerly 
a player for the U11 RO Thunder.

Elysha Jones: Fast, competitive 
and positive, Elysha’s 10 goal (in 
a single game) haul and mad ballerina-
like throw-in skills are a stand out. She has a strong determination to drive the 
ball forward in her position as pocket-rocket midfielder. Her enthusiasm and 
fearlessness are contagious and she successfully contests the ball on a regular 
basis.

Brooklyn Knight: After spending the first 4 games on the sideline as a 
spectator watching her friend Angelina play, it took a bit of persuasion to 
encourage Brooklyn to throw on some boots and join in. A first year player, 
Brooklyn shows an eagerness to listen and learn and has a great turn of speed 
in her position in defence and on the wing. Scoring her first goal and the 
celebration that followed were a very memorable team moment.

Amy Littlechild: Strong, reliable and consistent, Amy’s experiences in 
playing Friday nights for the RO Senior Girl’s team have given her a real 
edge. This season she has developed as a senior player in the team and her 
encouragement to her team members helps keep the back line strong, where 
she works well with Jakayla to provide solid defence.

Lily Matthews: Fast and agile, Lily is a confident second year player. On the 
wing Lily makes good use of the ball and using great pace, she is consistently 
improving on her game each week. Her natural sporting ability makes her a 
valuable and versatile player. She is also a member of the NTJSA U13 Girls Rep 
team.
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Jessica McCallumSmith: Confident and reliable, Jess can play any position 
and play it with strength and skill. She plays her midfield position well and 
is a force to be reckoned with. Her throw-ins are of epic proportions. She 
approaches her game with sportsmanship and an amazing attitude. She is also 
a member of the NTJSA U13 Girls Rep team.

Emilie Munting: Mainly playing in a forward position, Emilie is another of the 
team’s pocket rockets, determined and fast with a great willingness to listen 
and learn. She’s not scared to take on the bigger players. Her first goal came 
with the encouragement and assistance of her fellow team members, who were 
determined to help her achieve this. 

Madeline Munting: A coach’s delight, Madeline is our main goalie, putting 
her hand up to play this role with enthusiasm and skill. She has worked hard 
to develop her skills and is agile and reliable, making some great saves. Part 
of an extremely tight back line, our low deficit is in large part due to her 
determination. 

Darcie Reilly: Our left footed forward striker and second goalie, Darcie plays 
with speed and determination. She uses the ball well, plays generously and 
communicates well to her team mates. Her corners consistently set the team 
up well to score. She also plays with the RO Senior girls as forward striker and 
is also a member of the NTJSA U13 Girls Rep team.

Alex Ritchie: Coming to Jets from the U11 RO Rovers, Alex plays outside back 
and on the wing. She has grown her throw-in and ball skills beautifully this 
season and shows determination and a willingness to expand her skills and 
knowledge. Over the course of the season Alex has moved more into a wing 
role where she works hard at developing her game and putting her best foot 
forward.

Angelina Von Stieglitz: A second year player with the Jets, Angelina plays well 
in defence and continues to develop her skills and backs herself with increasing 
her confidence . Her ability to drive the ball long to the forward has been a 
highlight this season as well as her throw-ins. Her first goal in round 3 was a 
highlight for the whole team.

Abby Whitmore: A welcome new player to the Jets, Abby is strong and 
confident with great ball skills and an excellent turn of speed. Abby can play 
any position with skill and determination and is a great asset in this respect. 
She plays mainly in the forward where she is always looking to better the ball 
and or score. She is also a member of the NTJSA U13 Girls Rep team.

All the best to all of the players who will be moving onward and upward to 
Senior Girls next year. Riverside Olympic FC Women’s comp has a bright future 
with the high level of talented players coming through.
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A big thank you to the girls’ parents, especially considering the number of 
early games we have had this season in what has been an extremely bitter and 
frosty Winter. Thanks to the scorers as well. 

UNDER 15 

U15 DROP BEARS DAMIEN GRIFFITHS

The Drop Bears has been made up of players that were in the two U13 teams 
last year. It has been a reasonable year on the field with them currently sitting 
3rd on ladder as of 7/8 and making Maccas Cup final very likely. This is much 
to the detriment of my hair colour and style to be put to the test with my 
agreeing to colour it blue and orange for Maccas cup final if we make it!

Tyler Battese - Tyler came over to Riverside a few weeks into the season and 
has fitted in well as a quick and determined defender

Oliver Cathcart - Olly is a strong defender and can be relied on to tag a player 
from the opposition if required also a very able keeper when he is willing to put 
on the gloves 

Luke Chadwick - A valued member of the team strong defender, but also came 
up with a match changing goal when put in the midfield 

Oliver Christmas - Olly has been one of our main two Goal Keepers this year 
and his confidence has grown with each game 

Joshua Geeves - Josh is our smallest player and yes gets the short jokes from 
myself and teammates but he stands tall on the field taking control in the mid 
field and setting up play

Cooper Gourlay - Cooper has 
improved dramatically from last year 
with his control and also passing and 
strength in general play

Oscar Jones - Oscar has mainly 
played on left wing and scored goals 
as well as set up others and is a 
valued team member and talented 
player

Samuel Jones - Sam has played 
mainly in backline but has the speed 
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and great ball control to make it an attacking role. Extremely talented with a 
long future in the game, hopefully to remain at Riverside.

Ethan Tudor - Ethan has been with Riverside for a few years now and while not 
the most skilled player his determination and second efforts has seen him have 
a few scoring opportunities. Hopefully before the season ends he will hit the 
back of the net.

Patrick Neville - Patty is our other Goal Keeper who has a very accurate kick 
out and mostly hits the player he wants to get the ball out to, also a leader on 
the field, letting his voice be known.

Jalen Priest - Jalen is a talented player and very good with ball at feet, 
sometimes I wish he wouldn’t hold it for so long. He has a strong cross and is 
one of our major goal scorers for the year

Thomas Reilly - Tom has played as sweeper for the year and is the voice on 
the field and the strong leadership role he has taken upon himself has been a 
major reason for the team’s improvement and success. A valued team player 

Georg Tabagari - Georg is a very talented player and is the captain of the side 
and has lead the team well. Very passionate about his football and takes a 
loss to heart, sometimes takes on too much of the responsibility himself. He 
doesn’t have the biggest voice on the field but leads with his skills and positive 
encouragement to his team members

Bailey Clough and Aiden Rigby - Both these players left mid season due to 
moving back to mainland 

I thank the players and parents for a great season, I’ve enjoyed coaching the 
Drop Bears and hopefully will see them all back next season 

Thanks to Jason for helping out at training when I couldn’t get there and also 
to Kym  for setting up Facebook site and basically the team manager role.

SENIOR GIRLS

MATILDAS SHEENA RAWLINSON 

The Riverside Matildas have had a very tough but pleasing season. The girls 
started this year with a team of 11, comprised with different core groups from 
previous Senior ladies’ teams and new players; who came together and formed 
a solid team. New to coaching, we were very lucky to have had the opportunity 
to guide such a fun and determined group of girls.
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They faced a number of challenges throughout the season but turned up to 
each game not worrying about 
anything but the beauty of playing, 
and did a great job every time; we 
could not be happier! We would like 
to thank Olivia Fletcher, Holli 
Geeves, Ashleigh Hugo, Ella 
Matson, Jessica Murphy, Natasha 
Orr, Nicole Patrick, Holly 
Parkinson, Grace Roman, Lizzy 
Reeve and Morgan Wye for being a 
fantastic group of girls. Thank you 
for the season ladies - well done! 

PHOENIX SARAH MOORE 

The Riverside Phoenix commenced this season with a strong side of only 10 
players, who include India Bates, Meg Connolly, Erin Cooper, Georgina Howe, 
Mabel Hull, Zoe Lanham, Hashnavi Ponnusamy, Montana Wakeford, Chelsea 
Wing and Georgia Wing. We had a number of new players mixed in with 
experienced ones - all who individually 
have great skills, which contributed to 
their team success. As new coaches, we 
are very pleased with how everyone has 
improved, the way the team came 
together, formed passes and moved the 
ball to score some cracking goals. The 
girls supported and guided each other 
through every game and made our job 
very easy. Thank you for being such a 
fun and kind group of girls. We’ve very 
much enjoyed this season. Well done!

On behalf of ourselves and both the 
girls’ teams, we would like to thank the U13 girls who filled in when we were 
down on players; particularly Darcie Reilly, Jakayla, Amy Littlechild and 
Angelina Von Steiglitz for sticking with us throughout the season. 

You girls did great!

All the best for the future!
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UNDER 16 

U16 TIGERS STUART MCCARRON

Despite the majority of the Tigers being under 15 they have acquitted 
themselves very well in the tough 
under 16 Division 1. The improvement 
of these young players continues to 
amaze me. Many of them will be 
playing in higher teams within the club 
very soon. In fact at the time of 
writing Harry had scored the most 
goals at Under 18 level. Peta, after 
completing her State commitments, 
has fitted in well with the Northern 
Championship women’s team scoring 
on her debut.

Panayiota Antypas (Peta) started 
the season a bit later than the others but changed the whole side when she 
started. Continually goes and gets the ball and distributes with great skill, her 
tackling is nearly textbook even when her father was worried she was playing 
against boys with beards.

Daniel Aurik plays well wherever put and never complains. It appears he has 
found his niche at fullback and forms part of a developing defensive line.

Adam Bakes continues to be the mainstay in defence and gives his all. If 
committed could play soccer at higher levels. But unfortunately has decided 
that this is his last year.

Jack Edmunds skills are improving and he continues to work hard on them. His 
commitment to this must be admired, his contribution to the club is a credit to 
him. I look forward to seeing how Jack develops in the years ahead.

James Ferguson is a first year player at Riverside and he has shown 
improvement in holding the ball up. Week after week he improves and is going 
ahead in leaps and bounds.

Thomas Ferguson, again new to Riverside and the game as a whole, he has 
improved heaps but at times he is too hard on himself. 

Jacob Goelst, I think, is the big improver in the team from last year, continues 
to battle even when injured and his contribution to the team cannot be 
measured.
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Harry Jago came into the team when able due to work commitments. Harry 
has continued to show his ability.

Connor Hannes, a very skilful and respectful young man. His commitment 
to the game and his team are beyond compare. Filled in as goalkeeper and 
showed his talent there as well. His ball skills are great and I can see he will 
have a bright future.

Joshua Hannes, like his twin brother, has immense talent and is a joy to coach. 
Whatever he is asked to do it is done to the best of his ability. Trains hard and 
is often to be seen at Windsor park with Connor practicing their skills.

Joel Harris, again has shown great improvement from last year and is a tough 
defender with remarkable skills. In previous years, had been moved around the 
park but is really blossoming in defence

James Russell, the central general in the team that continues to contribute. 
Has even decided he wants to have goalkeeping as one of his skills.

Lachlan Skeat, new to the team this year and has played very well wherever 
he is placed. Again (like many others in the team) is too hard on himself and 
needs to relax and use his skills.

William von Stieglitz continues to be the main goalkeeper in the team and 
does very well in this role. When out on the field adds pace and grit to the 
team and his contribution is immense.

This season has been tough playing against others 2 years older than them 
and It has been an honour to coach these young people and they are a credit 
to their parents and the club 

U16 LIONS ROB SHAW

Ten years ago, a group of excited six-year-olds teamed up to chase a ball 
around the remoter parts of Windsor and Churchill parks. Rumour has it, some 
of them are still doing it. Today, the team they formed officially ceases to be, 
but all involved should look back on a decade that it has been a pleasure to be 
a part of.

Some of those founder members have been present ever since, others have 
joined just this season, but all have been equal players in developing a team 
as tight as it is talented. As a wise, very old man (coincidentally also named 
Rob, bald and English-born) said this year, the secret of the Lions’ success is 
not based on standout individuals but how well they all work as a team and 
support each other.

Thank you to all those who have worn a Lions shirt. I hope you got somewhere 
near as much enjoyment playing as I did from watching you.
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Many thanks to all the parents for everything from half-time oranges to 
coaching assistance but above all for trusting me with their descendants. I 
hope I have played a part in developing them not only as soccer players but 
young adults and sincerely hope they will continue to creep up behind me and 
kick a ball between my legs when I least expect it long into the future.

Thomas Bates - One of three remnants 
from the Predators team who brought 
both defensive solidity and a dry sense 
of humour to the team. So unselfish 
that he was the last member of the 
squad to get on the scoresheet this 
season and only after being ordered to 
stop passing to teammates.

Andrew Biggs - Happy to play 
wherever requested, Andy has brought 
reliability and a smile to every position. 
Eager to work on every aspect of his 
game, Mr Lefty has taken some huge 
strides while one of the team’s best headed goals of the season came off the 
Biggs bonce.

William Bonney - One of those original six-year-olds who returned - like Simba 
in the Lion King - in maturity with a befitting mane. He may have also acquired 
a new nickname, but Bondog retained the body swerve and composure that 
left lesser-talented opponents (and coaches) bamboozled.

Liam Gilmore - Great to see the under-18s, reserves and seniors learn what 
we’ve long known about Gilly’s ability to retain possession and deliver sublime 
passes. Also capable of pinpoint free-kicks, he appears destined to continue to 
play, and enjoy, football even to Rob King’s age.

Samuel Gray - Despite a season curtailed by assorted mountain biking, rowing 
and gymnasium-posing injuries, Gravy has rarely been far from the team. Even 
when injured, he has been a regular and welcome fixture on the sidelines, 
offering tactical and social media advice to the coach.

Jarrod Hill - Even becoming the established seniors goalkeeper was not going 
to stop Jarrod seeing out his commitment with the Lions and he frequently 
delivered for the team with timely goals, plentiful vocal advice and rampaging 
runs capable of scaring small children.

Ryan Hume - Mr Versatility has probably played in more positions than 
anybody else, frequently within one game. Humey is another whose constant 
smile masks a fierce determination, uncompromising tackling and considerable 
talent.
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Jasper King - Capable of combining an uncanny ability to win 20-80 tackles 
with pinpoint passing, powerful shooting and embarking on 120-metre runs 
(pitch length 100m), Jasper has been pivotal to the team structure. Destined to 
be a bus driver blessed with perfect parking skills.

Callum Macfarlane - Latter-season injury couldn’t dent the huge impact Callum 
had on the team. Sound positioning, accurate shooting, excellent heading 
and cool composure made him an asset in numerous positions and another 
welcome arrival on the sidelines when unavailable.

Patrick Millar - Patty was frequently as important to our wins as the 
goalscorers, producing some stunning saves over the season. A graduate of the 
Shane Warne School of Training, he was never short of opinions or advice to 
share with teammates, coach and opposition.

Thomas Moreton - Upon realising that life isn’t necessarily black and white, 
Tom followed the Millar-Weeding Highway from Prospect to find his true 
calling in Orange and has been a welcome recruit bringing enthusiasm and 
encouragement (that’s alliteration boys) to a multitude of positions.

William Murchison - Murch, Murchy, Murchisacker or, to some, Will has 
brought an ever-cheerful presence to his regular role at full-back but was also 
only too pleased to demonstrate his pace, composure and deadly finishing up 
front whenever invited.

Jonah Stickler - Dynamic down either flank as he looked to whip in crosses 
from the right or cut inside and have a crack from the left, Jonah proved 
another valuable pick up from the Predators. Instantly fitted in and was soon 
challenging for best chest control of the season award.

Daniel Shaw - Doing justice to the Brighton and Hove Albion shirt he proudly 
sports at training, DShaw has branched out from his traditional domain up 
front to prove equally valuable across midfield or defence. Mr Righty may have 
arrived late at the party but now he’s here to have fun.

Lachlan Stedman - Blessed with blistering pace, the ability to control a 
cannonball on his chest and capable of banging in goals from several time 
zones away, Steddy has struck fear into the hearts of countless opposition 
defenders. Has also grown a left foot in recent years.

Ethan Taylor - From a solid Orange bloodline, ET brings tenacious tackling and 
incisive passing to the Lions’ spine. More than capable of stepping up to under-
18s, reserves, firsts and, if he continues on current trajectory, maybe even 
Sunday seniors.
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Jacob Weeding - A powerful and, at times, terrifying force of nature in our 
forward line has turned many a lost cause into match-winning contributions, 
not least with the solitary deft headed goal against Northern Rangers. Not big 
on words is our Weeds, so lets his feet do the talking.

Aaron Woods - As vocal as he is voracious (more alliteration there boys), if 
the heads are down it’s usually Azza that gets them up again. Essential to the 
backbone of the team with an ability to combine fierce but fair tackling with 
swash-buckling runs upfield.

Foot & Playsted ad
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Chair: Jeremy Smith

Elected representatives:
Tam Goss Edmunds
Brian Wightman

Committee members:
Crystal Neep
Karen Stedman
Maria Tabagari
Sarah Shaw
Dale Colgrave

EXECUTIVE BOARD

President:  
Stuart McCarron 

Vice President: 
Jeremy Smith 

Treasurer: 
Michael Harvey 

Director: 
Brian Wightman 

Vice President: 
Jamie Colgrave 

Secretary: 
Crystal Neep 

Director: 
Joy Allen 

Director: 
Rebecca King

RIVERSIDE OLYMPIC 
EXECUTIVE BOARD, 

COACHES & STAFF 2017
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SENIOR TEAMS COACHES & STAFF

Senior Men’s NMC coach Lynden Prince

Senior Women’s NWC coach Nick Rawlinson

Men’s NC1 coach  Jared Colgrave

Men’s U18 coach  Andy Hall

Men’s U18 assistant coach Frank Compton

Men’s NL 2 coach/manager Zachary Taylor

Senior Men’s NC manager Steve Davis

Senior Women’s NWC manager (Vacant)

Senior Men’s NC1 manager (Vacant)

Senior Men’s U18 manager (Vacant)

Trainer/Physio  Grant Todd

Senior Men’s club captain Taylor Neilson

Senior Women’s club captain Jess Whiteley

CLUB STAFF

Technical Director Alan Eadie

SAP coach  Josh Taylor

SAP coach  Taylor Nielson

Women’s Liaison  (Vacant)

Administration & SAP Co-ordinator Renae Woolcock

Canteen co-ordinator Rachel Bartlett

Property  Jeremy Smith

Cleaners  Leanne & Don Scott

Gate co-ordinator  (Vacant)

Bar Manager  Leanne Scott

Grounds  West Tamar Council



Don’t forget to check out our website and facebook page  
over the break for all the info you need for season 2018. 

www.juniors.riversideolympic.com.au 

 RiversideOlympicJuniorSoccerClub

SPONSORS

CHAMPION SPONSORS

LADDER LEADER SPONSORS

CUP WINNERS SPONSORS

IN KIND SPONSORS

SUPPORTERS

PREMIER SPONSORS


